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ACLU pres. addresses liberties
Speaker questions Bush's terrorism tactics, promotes freedom
BY IAMBI DAVID

assistant news editor
Addressing a full-capacity
audience, ihe president of (he
American Civil Liberties
Union spoke about civil-liberty
issues in Chandler Hall
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The JMU Faculty Women's
Caucus sponsored the presentation, which was part of The
Dominion Lecture Series.
ACLU President Nadine
Strossen presented "Civil
Liberties in a Time of Terror."
President George W. Bush

Art ed
approach
examined

called our country the brightest beacon of freedom,
according to Strossen. Since
Sept. 11, the ACLU has been
working to make sure
America stays that way.
The ACLU has been critical of several Bush administration initiatives aimed at
reducing terrorism, according to Strossen.
The Bush initiatives take
away fundamental freedoms,
Strossen said. These include
the government being able to
search
previously closed

records il it says it is searching
international terrorism activities. The government also is
not required to notify one of
such searches.
Entire credit card databases
and public library checkout
records can be seized and
searched for the same reasons,
according to Strossen.
The ACLU also has been
critical of secret military tribunals, Strossen said. Military
tribunals have been set up to
try and execute non-cih/.nwho are accused of being tied

to terrorist activities
She quoted New York Times
columnist William Safire to
support her argument when
she said, "A military tribunal
for civilians 'replaces the law
with kangaroo courts.'"
"A unilateral approach
infringes on our cherished freedoms," Stn>ssen Mid.
A unilateral approach is
where the government has
unconventional, far-reaching powers.

KOMRT

see CIVIL, page 5

Artist shares eating-disorder story
Speaker tells
of self-image
battle in
music world

BY MBLANIE OGI.ESBY

contributing writer
Art education should not
just be concerned with teaching
from the masters, it also should
try to make tics between the art
of our current era and those of
the past, according to a respected art education lecturer
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BY JBNNIFBR O'BKII-S

;

Art is undergoing a
major shift.
— Paul I hi m ii in
l' of Tasmania lecturer

99
Paul Duncum, lecturer in
visual arts in curriculum for the
University of Tasmania in
Australia,
called this new
emphasis a "visual culture"
during his lecture titled "Visual
Culture and Its Implications for
Art Education" Monday night
in Duke 240.
"Art is undergoing a
major shift," Duncum said.
"And its implications are
changes in teacher training,
the art world, as well as in
children's development."
He spoke to an audience
mainly comprised of art and arl
education students and faculty.
He spoke for about an hour
and answered thoughtful and
intense questions afterward.
Duncum's talk examined
the relationship of visual culture to the field of art education. "Children frequent gal-

WSn/fhototMur

ACLU President Nadine Strossen discussed the Bush administration's terrorism tactics.

AUDREY WILLIAMS/irMnfwww pt**i*rapl*r
Survivor Cynthia French signs autographs after relating her personal struggles with eating disorders while In the selfconscious world of the music Industry.

contributing writer
An eating disorders survivor shared her experience fighting anorexia and
bulimia in tne image-conscious world of the music
industry Monday night in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Artist and songwriter
( \nthia I-rench began her
sixvih with a top 10 hsl ol
how to get ahead in the
music industry. Laughing,
she described how imageconscious and cutthroat her
career has been.
French listed "sleep
your way to the top" as five
of the top 10 ways to get
ahead in the industry.
The other five included
sabotaging the competition, lying about the number of records one has sold,
buying radio time for one's
album, picking out the
skimpiest outfits to wear to
awards shows and sneaking drugs to artists more
famous tli.m oneself.
French began her personal account with l Moil
about when she was 8
years old. She said that
after moving to a new
see MUSICIAN, page 4

see LECTURER, page 5

Trash the commons
Students
from HTH
458 sift
through
trash from
the
Bluestone
area
Monday,
11 searching
for recyclables as
part of
Recycling
Awareness
Week.

Survivors speak out about
struggles with mental illness
Two students relate personal childhood experiences
BY MARTHA CUNNINGHAM

■ lull writer

The brutal tnilh bourn ed
oti the back walk and rvgistered with each student racially repi eaantative and com*
nuinilv member Meted in
ISAT ' 1301 Tuesday. An
attentive audience listened
.is two -indent- related Iheii
peraonal struggle! with
mental illness to .1 lecture
hall (it strangers.
"Speak On! on Mental
Hearth' WM one o( several
activttiea taking place .1- part
of Menial Health Awajeneai
Week, according to junior
1 auren 9mith head of activities and Implementation for
MHAW. "Our mission U ID
educate JMU thai menial
health is .111 issue lll.it attects
all of us," Smith said.
R)

kick

oil

KM

event.

Smiih reported several liariling statistic! regarding

wm

I'd be OK," she said.
However, she said college
only increased the downward spiral and mental illnesses slie had been suffering
from since childhixHi.
She said her suffering came
as a direct result ot a traumatic
event she witnessed as a child
and turned into something
that caused anxiety attacks. In
addition, family probkms and
dependency issues added '"'ther strain lo her mental state
of mind, she said "1 grew up
with two thin older sisters and
— Lauren Smith my mom would tell me to suck
MHAW head of activities and in, it was just a reality that
when my sisters got four cookimplcmcnunon
ies, I got two."
These mental stresses led
to self-mutilation and comOne senior related her pulsive exorcising, she said.
I uas doing whatever it
Mftonil struggle with anxiety attacks, eating (Htorden would take physically to get
and depression. "I thought
see MENTAL, page H
thai when I went to college

mental health. According lo
Smith, 19 million Amen, .ins
suiter Irom anxiety, 75 per, ent ol the population expeneiues some sort Ol stiesevery two weeks and 15 percent of mental illness is a
result ol genet* radon
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... menial health is an
issue that affects all
of us.
-99
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

• B.i|>ii.i SHiJ.nl Union large group praise and worship,
5:30 p.m . BapHit Student Center on Ihe corner olCantrell
Avenue and South Main Street, contact Archie at 4.14-6822
• Young Democratic Socialists (YDS-JMU) general meeting. 8 p.m.. Taylor 309, for more information, visit
u<wh\imii.tJu/orgs/ifl>ungdcmsoc/or contact Aaron or
Adam at 4334411

SATURDAY, MARCH 23
• Baseball vs. Hofstra University, noon
at Longficld/Mauck Stadium

• Baseball vs. Hofstra, noon at Longfield/Mauck Stadium
• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed by a home cooked dinner. 5 p.m., Canterbury House
on South Main Street across from the Quad, contact Emily
at auiamee
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Khali] of The Breeze at garriokp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and 1uisd.iv
for a Thursday issue.
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Non-student Stanley H Ryan. 19. of
Virginia Beach was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana
in E-lot March 17 at 1:42 a.m.

referred for underage possession of
alcohol in Garber Hall March 16 at
10:40 p.m.
• Kathryn M Hooker. 19, of Salem was
charged with underage possession ol
alcohol in M-Lot March 17 at 4 a.m.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage possession
March 18 at 2 57 a m.

In other matters, campus police report
the following:
Larceny
staff member reported a digital
missing from a storage room in
Hall March 15 at 7:49 a.m.
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Obscene/Harassing Phone Call
• A JMU student reportedly received
an obscene/harassing phone call in
Blue Ridge Hall March 17 at 3:09 a.m.

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage possession of
alcohol in Chandler Hall March 16 at
4:16 a.m.
• Two JMU students were judicially
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MU offers students date-rape drug tests
■ A hazy issue

"I still firmly contend there
was no hazing."

Duke University
groups face hazing
charges.

GEORGE WHITENER, DUKE

U.

University's Predatory Task Force will make free kits available at campus locations
BY LYNN FRANEY

The Kansas City Slar
University of MissouriColumbia students who think
someone might have slipped a
"date-rape" drug into their drink
now have a way to find out.
MU's Predatory Drugs
Task Force has begun making
free date-rape drug test kits
available at campus locations
including a 24-hour store, residence halls and some sorority houses.
The kits contain a form on
which students record details
of when they might have
been drugged. This helps
school health officials identify possible patterns.
The kits also contain a cup
for collecting a urine sample,
which students turn in anonymously at the health center
The sample is tested by toxicologists at the university's
hospital. The student calls for
the results in about a week,
using a number to maintain
confidentiality.
The test results cannot be
used in criminal prosecutions.

but students who use the kits
are encouraged to call police or
visit the emergency room, so
that officials can determine
whether they have been raped
and file charges if a crime has
been committed.
Even if the students do not
do that, the program will be
beneficial, Columbia police officer Terri Marki said.
"A lot of times, the people
who are victimized are underage. They're scared to call us to
report it, because they think
they'll be arrested for (underage
drinking)," she said.
"If they know they can do
this anonymously, 1 think they
will be more willing to tell people, even if they are not willing
to prosecute."
It is critical for possible daterape drug victims to save their
urine as soon as possible
because drugs leave the body
and might not be detected if the
victim waits too long.
Different drugs have different longevity in the body.
Telling student groups
about the kits also educates

people about the problem,
Marki said, which might help
students be more careful at
parties or bars.
Joan Masters, coordinator of
MU's Partners in Prevention
program, said free, anonymous
testing would empower people,
especially women, to know what
is happening with their bodies.
Testing can help men or
women who might have been
drugged gain the peace of
mind that comes with knowing, rather than always wondering what really happened
to them.
Also, she said, testing helps
officials know how widespread
the problem is.
Over the past few years,
reports have risen nationwide of predators slipping an
odorless, colorless sedative
into the drinks of unsuspecting people.
Often, victims black out and
awake unable to remember anything after possibly ingesting a
drug, usually Rohypnol or Gl IB.
In Michigan, a 15-year-old
high school girl died three years

ago after someone drugged her
soft drink.
In Missouri, a traveling
businessman from Texas was
charged in 1997 with drugging
the drink of a Southwest
Missouri State University student, then raping her while
videotaping the assault. He
was convicted in Texas for a
similar attack.

-66
If they know they can
do this anonymously, I
think they will be more
willing to tell people...
-Terri Marki
Columbia police officer

55
Masters would not disclose
whether any of the 10 to 15 kits
that have been analyzed so far
have uncovered sedatives or

Washington, D.C. erecting
signs for possible evacuation

Health talk

BY SPENCER HSU

The Washington Post

SARAH itijl&ttaffphotographer
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and Woman of Color sponsored speaker Linda
Kofelt Monday In Taylor Hall.
Hall, She
sne apoka
ipone aboutAIDS
uouuius and
ana other
oiner disease..
»mra.

Duke groups face hazing charges,
await decisions in investigations
Theta Chi fraternity, at least four others suspected of violations
BY KEVIN LEES

The Chronicle
Theta Chi fraternity was one
of the first groups to learn of its
punishment
from
Duke
University's Division of ludicial
Affairs. Officials told them
Tuesday night their pledging
activities were suspended.
Several selective living
groups will meet with administrators from the Office of
Student Development this week
to find out the results of investigations into hazing.
The first group to hear the
results of its investigation was
Theta Chi fraternity, which was
found guilty of violating the
hazing and alcohol policies.
At least four other selective
groups — Greek and nonGreek — await decisions from
investigations for judicial violations, which include pledging incidents, initiation activities, alcohol distribution and
property damage.
The decisions were made by
a panel that included Kacie
Wallace, associate dean for judicial affairs, Stephen Bryan,
assistant dean for judicial affairs
and Sue Wasiolek, assistant vice
president for student affairs.
Senior
Michael
Wick,
Interfraternity Council president, said crackdowns on hazing have increased nationwide.
I le said pledging concerns have
been raised this year across
campus and that expectations
have risen correspondingly.
"The hazing policy i- .I'"11'
vague as it stands right now," he
wrote in an e-mail. "The policy

tranquilizers. She feared that dangers of drugs being
because the sampling was slipped into their drinks.
She has counseled women
small, releasing results might
who believe they were raped
identify someone.
However, she said that in when a drug was slipped into
many of the cases, toxicologists their drink.
"It's so hard for them to
found much higher levels of
alcohol than would be expected, remember anything," she said.
based on how much alcohol the "It doesn't play like a movie
students reported drinking on does. It's bits and pieces. They
remember what happened
the test kit's form.
That finding might help spur before, and what happened
students to cut back their use of when they woke up."
Lorie Powell, who works on
alcohol, which could prevent
them from getting into danger- sexual assault prevention and
ous or unhealthy sexual situa- education at the Emily Taylor
Women's Resource Center at
tions. Masters said.
Rape educators in the area the University of Kansas, said
said that they were intrigued by MU's program might be worth
trying in Lawrence.
MU's approach.
"Survivors many times don't
Melissa Hazlett, a therapist
and community educator at report it at all. Being anonymous
would be the main thing
Kansas City's Metropolitan
Organization to Counter Sexual we would want to have,"
Assault, said anonymous test- Powell said.
"A lot of people don't want
ing helped officials compile
to file a report or charges,"
accurate data.
Hazlett said requests are Powell said. "But for officials
on the rise from administra- to build statistics or facts
tors at high schools, and even based on what happened,
middle schools, for an expert (testing kits) would be a good
to talk to students about the thing to have. Definitely."

needs to improve to get
everyone on the same page as
far as what is considered
pledging and what is considered hazing."
In a letter to Theta Chi,
OSD suspended this year's
pledge process and all fraternity activities — including
intramural sports and on or
off-campus events — through
fall break next year.
In addition, the group may
not access its dedicated commons room through the end of
next semester.

66The hazing policy is
quite vague as it stands
right now.
— Michael Wick
Duke Imerfralemiiy Council president

55"I think a punishment was
warranted, but not to the extent
or scope that it was handed
out," said junior George
Whitener, Theta Chi president.
"I still firmly contend there was
no hazing."
Todd Adams, assistant dean
of student development and
incoming dean for Greek life,
said the punishments were
tough but fair.
Wallace could not be reached

for comment late Tuesday night
Deans became suspicious
after Duke police arrived at
the Theta Chi section in Edens
Quadrangle early the morning
of Feb. 17, in response to a call
regarding an intoxicated student who had fallen and cut
his head.
Police then determined the
common room areas were
safety hazards because they
were slippery from spilled
beer and discovered 30 empty
cases of beer in the corner of
the room.
Upon further investigation,
the deans found that the event
was an informal party spearheaded by the upperclass
brothers and that "little sisters" were present and wrote
phrases such as "loser" on
pledges and brothers.
"Given the severity of these
events and your recent history,
one might question what contributions your group makes to
the university community,"
OSD's letter reads. "We strongly
considered chapter suspension,
charter revocation and housing
dissolution as sanctions."
Whitener
questioned
whether the investigations
violated the spirit of the
amnesty policy.
"They
wouldn't
have
known about this had we not
called," he said.
Adams explained that the
amnesty policy does not provide immunity for other violations found while administrators investigate alcoholrelated incidents.

The green and white signs
are models of understatement,
calculated not to excite or alarm.
There is, for example, absolutely
no mention of evacuation.
"We like to call them 'event
routes,'" District of Columbia
Transportation Director Dan
Tangherlini said of the 14 major
roads that will soon point the
way out. "We didn't want to call
them
evacuation
routes,
because we were trying to come
up with something that's not
going to scare the people."
Washington area planners,
prompted by the terrorist attacks
in September, are nuking contingency plans for a rapid evacuation of the capital, a civil defense
measure not considered since
the height of the Cold War
They're moving discreetly,
hoping not to wony the public.
The two-by-three-foot traffic
signs indicating the route away
from Washington will display
only an arrow, the interstate
route sign for the Capital
Beltway and the words "to
Maryland" or "to Virginia."
Inbound, the signs will trade
the familiar Interstate 495 shield
for a circle representing the
Mall, with images of the
Washington Monument and the
Lincoln and Jefferson memorials, cherry blossoms included.
Left unsaid is what widescale
catastrophe
might
prompt an order for 180,000
federal workers, 572,000 residents and countless commuters, tourists and visitors to
leave Washington on a typical
workday or require military or
out-of-state emergency crews
to steer their way downtown.
Officials say they aren't being

coy, just p ictical. Transportation
planners who consulted federal
officials rejected several eyecatching sign formats.
Out were hot pink signs,
used for emergency detours on
U.S. highways, and round blue
"Evacuation Route" signs,
used by coastal communities in
hurricane zones.
Tangherlini said, "We figured that's not the greatest
thing to stick up in a town
whose largest (private) indusr
try is tourism."
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We've cut minutes, even
hours off a potential
evacuation.
— Dan Tangherlini
D.C. Trasportation director
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Motorists will be quietly
directed to the 66-mile circular
Beltway — a key artery in case
of a major disruption.
D.C. officials have an economic motive behind the
signs as well: They can guide
tourists through streets that
are poorly marked.
"For 25 million guests a year
who come to this city, maybe we
will help them find their way
downtown from the Beltway,"
Tangherlini said.
The sign design and the
"Greater Washington Event
Preparedness Map," which
is part of the evacuation
plan, reflect contingencies
being developed by all levels

of government in and
around Washington.
Officials released the map
after deleting sensitive information about staging areas,
emergency landing zones,
operations headquarters and
internal transportation routes
designated for use by federal
and local authorities in the
event of a biological, chemical
or nuclear attack
The major public routes are
familiar to commuters: Canal
and
Benning
roads;
Constitution,
Wisconsin,
Connecticut, Georgia, Rhode
Island, New York, Kenilworth
and Pennsylvania avenues; 16th
Street NW; Interstates 295 and
395; and Key Bridge.
In an emergency, the instructions are simple.
Those situated north of
Pennsylvania Avenue should
leave to the north; those south
should exit to the south.
Washington will spend about
$187300 to erect 750 signs in the
next six weeks.
Maryland and Virginia are
completing plans to place signs
later this year on the evacuation
corridors, which will extend
until they intersect with the
Beltway at 26 points.
Citing computer models,
D.C. engineers say they've cut
estimated time needed to evacuate downtown Washington to
three hours and 10 minutes,
down from the four chaotic
hours that roads were jammed
Sept 11.
In theory, city engineers say
800,000 vehicles used daily by
commuters could leave in two
hours under perfect conditions.
"We've cut minutes, even
hours off a potential evacuation," Tangherlini said.

1-ARKY MORRIS.»,ivhi/ivl.»n t'„
VaJorie Wiggins, of the Washington Division of Transportation's sign shop, displays signs she
made to Indicate Inbound and outbound emergency routes.
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Musician battles against insecurity Group seeks to ban
sic i\ \.'. . page i

MI

town, ihc fought fetltiigi of
loneliness,
bowdom
ind
depress tori and turned to food
Mr | omfort
(Xcrwei^hl b\ hi>;h x.h«R'l,
I ranch said she went through ■
I'lui-H- ,.l extreme rjvople-pleasing behavior; In hi>;h school ,,

I ranch said she was devastated.
the anorexia had led to
bulimia, and sin- found herself
hinging and purging up to 15
times per day
In her carter.

I ranch

felt

pressure to be [vrfect.

French explained the title was

Iv wasn't coming from me, but
it didn't matter because 1 was

based on a nickname she uses to
describe her experiences.

still going to drive off the road,"
she s,mj

"Humanville is a fear-based
society. Be perfect, act perfect,

I ranch started to think more

look perfect, drive a perfect car
... perfect, perfect, perfect ...

Tuesday petitioned the Pood
and Drug Administration to

yeah, right, "she said.

ban the anti obesitv medication Meridia, linking the drug

about these fit-lings as she drove.
"It had never dawned on

"The music Industry is exdting, lucrative and cut throat, but

weight-loss drugs

thi-- n as coming from. It certain-

me that I had contributed to

French said recovery is all

BY DELTHIA RICKS
News/lay

A

watchdog

group

States and four in Furope.
Calling
the
medication

for everv person," Oman said.
"Ti)A is currently reviewing the

"unacceptably

adverse event data.'' she said of
the deaths, to determine if they

this problem. I had always felt
like the victim," she said. "All

about changing one's perspective. She quoted a question a

wings," French said.

of ,1 sudden l was looking at lire

speaker had once asked her

..mki loee 10 poundi fatttj
InJs ii where my obMrotofi

"My dri\ Ins force was to be
recognized ami adored I was

through new eyes. I was so
excited that I forgot to drive off

while she sat in the audience.
"Which would you rather

began* French MM. "I found

A

master at
Trench said.

the road. I thought I should
stick around a little longer and
figure this out"

have: a filet mignon with mushroom sauce or a dead cow with

Public Citizen asked the FDA to
reconsider its 1W7 approval of
Meridia, saying people who

fungus?

same

take it risk serious JiuJOVastU1

Once home, French wanted
to share her feelings with some-

things," she quoted. "It's all
about perspective."

lar complications.
The consumer group listed

one but felt everyone she knew
would laugh at her, so she start

French used an analogy of

heart attack, stroke and heart
rhythm abnormalities as the pn

I h.id

rte\ et fell Ml li x-lf -onfidence."
French t.HiiseiJ next on her

After -t move from Los
Angeles to Nashullr ,i breakup

strict ihiidhiHKi and the hnpat t
ii II.KI on her uY\ elopment.

with her boyfriend, a major
career setback and a large tight

M)

parents could control

everything I did, hut not what I
put into my mouth.'' she said.
\l\

with her parents, French found
heraett drh Uw from her parents'
place in Oklahoma back to

life revolved around mv

Nashville, questioning her lite

rmn lie program and dieting"
French's dieting led her to B
rigorous isjj maintenance pro

and why no one understood her
"I was more angry with life
than with them," she said. "I

cnun In coUege, she ran nine to
12 miles per day and consumed

thought toinvseii, if I was going
to do this whole driving off the
road into a ravine and ending

:mto.S0il calories daily.
It was about 500 calories .1
day, then I toured out 1 could
.lit protein to save some caloriea

1 ranch said

in nine yean of starvation,
there were onlv two d.ivs she

ed to journal.
"During this

nine-month

period, I started to understand
what it might be like to live with
a new perspective." Frew h said
French said her recovery was
not quick or easy, but she had
learned to recognize when
action*, both her own and other

my life thing, I'd better decide
on where I stood about heaven

people's, were fear-based, and
she became more objective in

and hell and all of that."

her views of others.
"I found that the power to

I ranch said she turned off
the radio and started to think.
I low could 1 come from

choose not to hurt myself was

They

are the

her plane ride this weekend
to Washington, D.C. through
a storm.
"Once I rose above the storm,
it all looked harmless," she said
"1 had changed my perspective."
After

the

speech,

French

signed books for students and
answered questions in the lobby.
Freshman George Crumlich
said, "I thought she was really
open and honest. It was really
interesting."
Several students stayed after
to discuss the topic further with
both French and other members

to 29 deaths in

dangerous,"

only a six-pound weight loss,

"Not only does this drug
contribute to major cardiovas-

on average, saying Meridia's
risks far outweigh its benefits.

cular problems, but its effectiveness in lowering obesity is mea-

The group's action comes on
the heels of the Italian govern-

ger," said Dr. Sidney Wolfe,
director of Public Citizen's

ment's suspension ol the drug
following reports two weeks

1 lealth Research Group.

ago of two deaths linked to

The consumer group also
found 397 "serious adverse

the medication.
Meridia is sold as Reduvhl in

reactions" to the medication. All
of the complications, the group

mentioned

Freshman Gayle Bowerman
said, "It was worth more to hear

said, occurred since 1998.
Public Citizen's researchers

how thin I was, I thought they
u,ic |ust jealous," she said. "I

to the world you live m." sinsaid "I had never had a thought

all, I had 22 years to deal with,
but eventually that part of me,

her candid opinion than to hear a
bunch of research or statistics."

discovered the complications
in documents submitted to the

was \er\ pupular, 1 had lots of

like that before."
I his was the first time she

who I was, started to shine

The event was sponsored by
the University Health Center

FDA

through again."
French took a year off from

by

the

drug's

maker,

and in honor of former JMU stu-

Abbott Laboratories of Abbott
Park, III., as well as in informa-

ing a loving and fair thought

her music carter 10 Writs a fiction-

dent Leslie George, who died in

tion submitted to the agency

al novel loosely based on her
experiences in the music industry

September 2000 after a fouryear battle with anorexia and

by

started toieedJuattahttMfcetyie,

She said she was caught offguard by the feeling.
"I thought I was going sehi/

and doalingwithhereahngdLsor-

she

ophrenic. I didn't know where

ders,

French described the close
link between lier self-esteem and
her diet When her metabolism
started

gaining

weight.
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MORE

entitled

"Humanville."

on key chemical pathways in

cular causes

of the audience.

said she could remember hav-

ply, is taken as a daily pill. It
functions by exerting activity

doctors say.
The group's petition cited

took me a few years to change
my ways of doing things. After

acquaintances, but I never let anyone in. No one really knew me."

Meridia,
which
COttl
about $126 for a 30-day sup-

consumer group said 19 could
be linked directly to cardiovas-

so much cooler than what I
had been doing," she said. "It

anyone

underlying disease "

the brain. The result is that
the patient feels satiated,

these people who didn't under-

"When

were caused by the drug or by

mary complications Of the 29
deaths in the United States, the

stand me at all? Then I thought,
they have never been exposed

didn't run: Dec 23and 24,1981.
She had the flu

drug abroad.
Afl M Ith any drug, we don't
say that it is safe and effective

there is always someone prettier, -matter and waiting in the

power in dieting, .ind

latorv agency is examining
the petition, as well as deaths
and illnesses linked to the

the United

commentb) hervanlt) basketkill math leii 1 reiwh to make .i
I'ri iMth .i teammate on who

sell sabotage,''

Susan
Cruzan,
FDA
spokeswoman, said the regu-

doctors.

The

watchdog

Furope, and is marketed in 70
countries worldwide, Abbott
spokeswoman Jennifer Smoter
said She estimated approximately 8.5 million people gkib.illy have taken Meridia since its.
approval. An estimated 2 million
people in the Unite*! States take
the medication, Smoter said.
The drug, listed as one of
the nation's most widely
advertised prescription drugs,

bulimia. George's parents were

organization used the federal
Freedom of Information Act to

in attendance.

secure the documents

million annually.

earns Abbott more than $100
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Civil liberties Mental health issues addressed
questioned
MENTAL, from page 1

CIVIL, from page 1

During her presentation
Strossen supported ACLU
opinions with the words of
conservative Republicans —
something she likes to do,
according to Strossen. She
invoked politicos such as U.S.
House of Representatives
Majority Leader Dick Army
and Bob Barr, a Republican
senator from GtoraUt
She also cited Satire and
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas — who
both spoke at |MU last year
during spring commencement and Madison Day,
respectively — as supporters of key ACLU post-Sept.
11 campaigns.
Sjptddng about the general
effects of post-Sept. 11 initiatives and their impact on civil
rights, Strossen quoted U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia, a conservative, who
playfully said, 'The safest
place in the world is a totalitarian dictatorship."
Strossen said, "The anti-terrorist label should not scare
people into ... acceptance."
To combat current issues,
Strossen advocates knowledge. Strossen utilized the
James Madison quotation:
"Knowledge is liberty."
"What does that mean?"
she said. "Absence of knowledge is oppression '
Professor
Elizabeth
Williams, program planner,
agreed with Strossen when
at the conclusion of the presentation she said, "If you
don't know what your
rights are, how can you protect them?"
Senior Shari Acree said, ''I
was very impressed with what
Strossen said and how she said
it. She made sure to present
both sides of the issues and
encouraged the audience to
form their own opinions. The
core point of her speech, that
we shouldn't take civil liberties
for granted, is important not
just in light of Sept. 11, but in
any situation."

Strossen used examples of
how the approach affected the
rights of detainees in Cuba and
the United StaU-s
A
unilateral
approach
breeches the lawyer-client privileges by not letting detainees
talk to their counsel, according
to Strossen. Other effects of a
unilateral approach are closing
immigration trials, which had
previously been opened.
"This also violates checks
and balances," she said. The
executive branch is not kept
balanced by Congress and the
Supreme Court.
The use of what Strossen
called "Dragnet" investigation
and incarceration techniques
also take away from civil
rights, according to Strossen.
People are investigated
and incarcerated "based on
who they are and not what
they have done," Strossen
said. "It is based on ethnic and
religious profiling."
The process violates human
nghts, Strossen said. She estimates that there are 2,000 people imprisoned by the United
States "largely based on their
national origin."
Many of these initiatives
stem from the Patriot Bill, a
bill that gave far-reaching
powers to the government to
investigate terrorism suspects.
Salon magazine referred to the
act as not the Patriot Bill, but
the Patriot Missile, according
to Strossen.
Hie Patriot Bill received
congressional approval without many of the members
reading the actual over 300page piece of legislation,
according to Strossen. She
pointed to the fact that many
congressional
members
could not get to their office to
read the bill because of the
anthrax scare.
Strossen said that the ACLU
office in Washington, D.C.
received many calls from congressional staff saying, "Please
tell us what we just voted for."

my mind off of what was happening mentally."
Following her presentation,
another senior related to the
audience his personal struggle
after
experiencing
sexual
abuse. Following his transfer
from a private to a public
school, he established a close
relationship with his sixthgrade teacher, he said.
This relationship soon led
to one of sexual abuse and
mental manipulation. "I was
looking for emotional support
and he took advantage of
that," he said.
His abuser also introduced
him to the world of alcohol and
marijuana at the age of 12, he
said. "He became part of our
family, working on the house
and coming over for dinner. I
just kept thinking, I don't want
to do this, but I don't know
how to slop."
Following his abuse, he suffered from alcohol dependency,
depression and a mistrust of

loved ones. He said his first
step to recovery and legal
action was confessing to his
family and friends what had
happened. "The confessions
came in small sections," he
said. "I confessed in a little
more detail and with more
honesty over time. I didn't
reveal everything right away."
"I probably still haven't felt
the full impact of what happened to me," he said.
Both students said they
have sought counseling and in
one
case
hospitalization.
However, both stressed the
importance of work done outside of therapy in order to
reach a solution.
"I still sometimes worry
people won't understand or
won't want to hear what I
have to say," the second speaker said. "Don't be scared to
talk to people."
The other speaker added,
"Part of the solution was realizing that I was created to be
something more than what I

leries and libraries much less
than they do shopping malls or
spend on vacation holidays,
and soon," he said.
This is due largely to recent
developments in technology,
turning the Western culture
into what some call the "specbde" .ulture, he said.
Senior Cathy Stevens, who
attended the speech, said, "I
had never thought of using an
analysis of popular images to
call attention to a common,
and in part timeless, cultural
language." The implications
this situation creates are
apparent in the realms of aesthetics, art history, studio practice and cross-cultural studies.
Duncum called this aesthetic
experience a "particular image
culture concerned with depthless images — surface vs. substance, play vs. significance."
Duncum also discussed
how visual culture should be
approached in terms of training future art educators and

ICE CKKAM
56 East Woll Street. Hamsonbufg. Va (540) 433-6080

Chocolate Peanut Butter
Valleu lanes
*««:

Wednesday, Friday
Saturday, Sunday

55"The options are out there
and they are available," Cobb
said. "It is important that we
understand that the help one
gets is always much stronger
than what happened to them."
According to Cobb, it is

-44

I Duncum] presents a
contemporary issue
that I feel is relevant to
the development of
future art teachers.
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-Shirley Cobb
CSDC associate clinical director

fessional wrestling. In the
in the culture that serve a domheated question-and-answer inate power structure."
session afterward, students
Bill Whiteman, professor
and professors expressed
of art education, said he
mixed
feelings
on
this hoped that students took difapproach.
ferent theoretical perspec"I feel like it was probably tives toward art education
a very vindicating experience away from Duncum's talk.
for anyone in the field of "He is distinguished in the
advertising or pop culture field of art education, well
art, but I think it left the stu- published and presents a condio artists and art historians temporary issue that I feel is
in the audience feeling very relevant to the development
discouraged," Stevens said. of future art teachers."
"His ideas implied that our
Sophomore Jennifer Terrill,
fields are dead, that educa- president of |MU's chapter of
tion should move from focusKappa Pi, the art and art hising on the elevation of art on
tory honor fraternity, which
an academic level to the helped to sponsor Duncum's
understanding, even wor- visit, said, "I hope that the
ship, of a well-crafted and students and faculty left with
marketed TV show."
a better understanding of the
— Bill Whiteman
When Duncum was asked debates surrounding visual
an education professor
how he thought college stu- culture and art education. I
dents should study and view
think that it is important to
pop culture, he responded. step outside of one's bubble
They should view it sympasometimes
and
examine
thetically but critically, underviews that are supported by
His example compared
standing its pleasures but also other art educators from
Michelangelo's David to proto look at the values embodied around the world."

llll|l

Sunday & Monday
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

The options are out
there and they are
available.

applying his ideas in actual
classrooms with children.
He argued for moving away
from the master-to-apprentice
educational practice to a "curriculum based more on function, by the art work's representations of gender, race,
power, etc."
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important to actualize what is
positive in life. "We all have a
story; we're all different. It's
how we choose to deal with it
and the resources we have
that make the difference,"
Cobb said.
The CSDC is located in
Vamer House and will see
students for a variety of concerns, from roommate problems to sexual abuse, according to Cobb.
"It's important to realize
that there are so many issues
dealing with mental illness,
and there is so much more
behind a person than their
mental problems," the first
speaker said.
The other speaker said,
"You've got to make the
choice - victim or survivor.
I've made that choice. I will
not be a victim.''
For more information concerning mental illnesses or to
seek assistance, contact the
CSDC at X8-6552 or visit
nrww.jmu.edu/counse1ingctr.

Lecturer suggests new art approach
PROFESSOR, from page 1
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saw myself as."
Shirley Cobb, associate clinical director for the Counseling
&
Student
Development
Center, was on hand at the
event to provide information
and answer any questions students had.
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" The truth is, she does pose a
threat, not to strangers, but to
any child she brings into this
world"
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"An open dialogue is an important ingredient in a well-rounded
and open-minded community. "
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EDITORIAL

Madison Week highlights controversial amendment
Madison Week is a perE'lcxinR time for much of
he JMU campus. Though
Its intent is to bring awareand pride for our unility's namesake, questions arise as to the relevance of such a week of
fc vents in our day-to-day
lives, as |ames Madison
lumself had nothing to do
With the founding of JMU.
pome see the recent events
as yet another way )MU
has tried to morph into our
collegiate neighbor to the
southeast, the University ol
Virginia. Others just plain
think it is strange to nave
"James Madison,' or rather,
a man posing as James
Madison, roaming our
campus and showing up in
strange places like the
cover of the phonebook.
For all the grief and
ridicule typically associated with Madison Week,
then' is a silver lining to the
cloud. Madison Week is
jam packed with speakers

and activities for the students, faculty, staff and surrounding community to
take part in. It seems
Madison Week is not only a
week to celebrate James
Madison, but also a week
where a conscious effort is
made to bring a va/iety of
topics and ideas to the forefront It is an effort to raise
discussion about things
that may not affect everyday lives directly, but are
important nonetheless.
This year, the controversial Second Amendment,
which deals with the right lc>
Iv.ir arms, was debated and
spoken about as a part of the
Madison Week festivities
Students from JMU and Mary
Washington College argued
the Second Amendment in .1
debate on March 13, and two
speakers took opposing
Sides of the issue on March
14. The tradition of focusing on an amendment each
year during Madison Week
began last year with the

first amendment, and each
year, the succeeding amendment will be discussed,
according to the March 18
issue of The Breeze.

An open dialogue about

-6 6-

For all the grief and
ridicule typically
associated with Madison
Week, there is a silver
lining to the cloud.

-99the laws that make up the
foundation of our country
is an important ingredient
in a well-rounded and
open-minded community.
The laws that were created
so many years ago should
not be accepted at face
value, but questioned and
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of prison and let her have more
children. And since she does not
have a criminal mind and poses
no threat everything works out.
Not likely. The truth is she does
pose a threat, not to strangers in
society, but to any child she
brings into this world. In the
same statement by her attorney
that is referred to, he says the
worst thing she did before her
actions on June 20 was run a red
light. Well, the worst thing Yates
did before drowning her fifth
child was drown her four other
children. Threat defense does
not work in the criminal justice
system. Just because it is your
first murder doesn't mean you
get a slap on the wrist and a
time out. I find it hard to believe
that Crete thinks the criminal
justice system failed by punishing Yates and tries to back it up
using that statement.
Crete goes on to talk about the
fact that he is convinced that the
mental insanity plea will never
again save a defendant's life.
Does he know that the insanity
defense is not supposed to be a
get out of jail free card? Does he
realize that the insanity defense is
rarely used in the courtroom
because it is so difficult to prove?
Ooes he realize that using the term
"wackos" is not the best way to
confirm his credibility?
And finally I would like to talk
about the fact that Crete questions
the validity of a trial by a jury of
one's peers. Trie American criminal justice system is founded on
and works on this bask tenet Of
course, this system is not perfect
Nothing is perfect However, it
does seem to be the best way to run
a criminal justice system at the current time. I much prefer it to
Socialism or the Taliban.
The Andrea Yates trial proved
to be a challenge in the American
criminal justice system, a system
that has faced several obstacles in
its time and still managed to
thrive. Before deciding that the
criminal justice system has failed,
take the time to understand how
complicated and in depth the system is. Take the time to see how
the criminal justice system has
worked to allow citizens to
remain free from harassment and
inequality. To answer Crete's
question as to whether or not he
could find even one more person in their right mind that
could reach such a decisioYi, the
answer is yes. You only need 11
more.
Liiira Chaffe is a junior psycriol-

Tenence Nuwlin

Alan Neckowlt*

|toV BpMMNf
Edit,*

I am writing in response to the
articie by Jeffery Crete in the
March 18 issue of 77* Bnvze. His
article brought up several issues
in the Andrea Yates trial that have
been discussed in the criminal
justice system over the past several months. The main issue at
hand is whether or not Andrea
Yates was competent enough to
understand the ramifications of
her actions on June 20, 2001,
when she drowned each of her
five children individually. The
criminal justice system found she
was competent. This decision
was not one made by pulling
straws. Competency in the courtroom is not taken lightly. In the
landmark case in 1986, Ford v.
Wainwright, in which the United
States Supreme Court rules that
in order to decide competency to
be executed each case should be
looked at on a case-by -case basis,
rather than setting a strict rule
that would not allow to take into
consideration any special circumstances. The results from this case
still are used in courtrooms today
to decide if the defendant can
understand his or her actions
beyond a reasonable doubt, or as
Crete likes to say, beyond a shadow of a doubt.
As for the 12 credible and
expert psychiatrists who testified
on behalf of Yates, it is a good
practice in theory, but think about
what that is really saying. The
defense has 12 people that have
training in this area that agrees
with them. So, it is highly likely
that the prosecuHon also can find
12 people that have training in
this area that agrees with them.
Had Crete thought about this or
researched it a little farther, he
would know that the presence of
expert witnesses in the courtroom
is a highly controversial topic.
Yates received life in prison
rather man the death sentence Another area where Crete feels
the court erred. Instead of sending her to prison to serve a life
sentence, we should send her to a
mental hospital and rum her into
a lab raL We can poke and prod
her until we find out what the
one thing was that caused her
dise.ise and ultimately the death
of her five children. I would
rather be in prison.
Andrea Yates will spend most
of the rest of her life in prison. 1
am thankful for that. In Crete's
article he referred to a statement
made by one of her attorney's that
she poses no threat and does not
have a criminal mind. If that is
true then we should let Yates out
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discussed to establish better understandings of these
laws' place in our current
society. Hearing two sides
to a complex issue not only
educates the listener, but
also enables him or her to
make an educated decision
on the subject.
So,
with
another
Madison Week come and
gone, those anticipating
next year's great debate can
get excited about the third
amendment, which reads,
"No soldier shall, in time
of peace be quartered in
any house, without the
consent of the owner, nor
in time of war, but in a
manner to be prescribed
by law," according to
www.house.gov/C011sl1lulio
it/Amend.html. Not as
inherently relevant to our
everyday lives as the
First
and
Second
Amendments, one will
have to wait and see what
they are able to come up
with for next year.

Yate's trial
verdict defended

MI MMMMIII

rtfleei the opinion««ihc

A "what-do-you-think-you'rc-doing"
dart to Sigma Sigma Sigma and its attempt
lo rid the world o( eating disorders by giving away cake.
Sent in by a recoivrmg anorexic who let the
eirnt slitle last year but finds tt completely ignorant and disgt4Sttng that you 'iv decided to make
it an annual event.

Pat...
A "th-inks-for-making-the-party" pat to
our Spring Break buddy Steve who drove
down from New York City Saturday and
decjayed 'til the wee hours of the morning.
Sent in try some ivry happy gtrls fnm
Foxhill who agree tltat "Limn' on a Prayer' was
the highlight of the night.

Pat...
A "way-to-make-our-rainy-Tuesday-nigh!
more-ad venturous" pat to the guy who agreed to
take us for a spin after we approached him with
a video camera at the Godwin bus stop.
Sent in by three Hanson girls who urre struck
with mad cabin fever and were thnlleit to do something different com though you probably thought we
were crazy.

Dart...
A "thanks-for-the-concem-but-l-know-whatI'm-doing" dart to the person who was "utterly
shocked" by my crossing the street last week.
Sent in by a pedestrian who wants you to know
that's how wedo it up north. I don't need my mom to
hold my liarul like you obviously do.
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"1 don't know, I can't
tad."

OPINION

Krusty the Clown"

^**

Andy Wilson

David Abbott

senior, communication studies

sophomore, art

IsPOTLIGHT

I

BECKY GABRl£Uiwffp*rtofn»*"

"Jaime Berry did"

"/ don't know, but
did you write the
book of love and do
you have faith in
God above? "

Andrew Slawter

Jaime Berry

sophomore, international affairs junior, anthropology

Question: Who wrote the book of love?
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Students ask
for senior
donations
To the Editor
For over six months, the
slogan, "Have You Taken the
Challenge" has been the
trademark of this year's

Senior Class Challenge. Many
of you have heard it and are
hopefully wondering, how
can you make a pledge?
There are still many, however,
wondering why you should
make a pledge or even what a
pledge to the Senior Class
Challenge accomplishes.
The goal of (he Senior
Class Challenge is to encourage seniors to make a commitment to give back to our

university after graduation.
Pledging to give a certain
amount over the next three
years can do this. This year,
we are asking for $200.20 over
the next three years. What
does this mean? It means a $3
paycheck if paid every two
weeks for three years.
The money raised by the
2002 challenge will go
toward the construction of a
replica of the fames Madison

3iiU

Tempietta. This structure,
originally designed by James
Madison, is located at
Montpelier, Once built at
jMU, it will be a permanent
structure
on
campus
Members of the Class of 2002.
always will be able to say,
"This is our legacy."
Many seniors still are left
with the question of why
they should give. Almost all
of us have paid tuition here

for four years or more, and
that tuition has given us a
great opportunity to further
our education. However, it is
because of the students who
came before us that our education and time at JMU is
what it is. Buildings, scholarships, programs, professorships and much more have
been made possible by alumni giving back to the untvcni
ty we all love. It is now our

turn to do the same for future
JMU students. Alumni giving
starts now, by making a
pledge and making it our
mark. With less than two
months before graduation,
we would like to ask the
entire class of 2002: "Have
You Taken the Challenge?"
Stephen Davis
Dairy Langlais
2002 Senior Class Challenge
wunv.jmuxdulseniorcha llenge

2002

Mason Summer Term
Earn credit while you're home for the summer.
George Mason offers more than 700 courses
in three sessions.

\f>)

ih

Session A May 20-June 25
Session B May 28-July 23
Session C July 1 -August 6
Also, look for our current events seminars
and special topics courses on community and
world affairs.
For more information contact us at (703) 9932343, by e-mail summenajgmu.edu or visit
us on the web at http:/'summer.gmu.edu

I just got a
Treat summer internship
Fer in Washington, D.C.
iBut I need two courses to stay
u
on track to graduate!!!
k
sWhatshouldldo?
... TJ

/

George Mason University

fi8&f

f

Will Brenda get the credit hours she needs to change her major? Can Bobby accept the internship and attend classes? Will you return to school
in the fall with the same number of credits or. with a few extra hours earned this summe r?Tune in to find out in Summer Term at Mason!

4>P

THURSDAY WMISS AT '^
®lde Mill Village

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
"Are they all rented yet?"
Drives Ron nuts. So every
Thursday, Ron starts
handing out $100 bills
to anybody completing
the leasing process.

$100

"Taking Ron's money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!"

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Olde Mill Village.*
•Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.

11A South Avenue, -^Jj....
VAN] ACE REALTY
Harrisonburg
Jy[^IibMEN'I <;KUUI'

^

(540) 432-9502

■bsdl www.oldemillvillage.com

LIFESTYLES
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Academia Nuts

Seth Casana
STUPENT CLH8S PLAY A 8IG WRT CF ACADEMIC LIFE HERE
SEVERAL EXCITING Wro CLUgS HAVE BttN FouwOEP
AT 6SW. AS A MEMBER OF ONE, YOU CAW FlNP CoMPANkWSWJ RECCNTiY, INCLUPIVG rye FUTURE gOM? 5QUAPER5
RECREATION, AND FELLOW STUCCNTS WITH A COMMON INTEREST ' OF AMERICA.' TOW UP fOR DWAMIt FuN A5 Vo<l SMART
IN THE" Toys OF 0E71OLir,ON5 PISPo&Al. WEEKLY SAKE
SALTS ABE HELD Fofi FoWO RAISING

^lT^St^^^AH9v,^'AN Cl|

fo« TVo^f ATTEMPTING- T> C»MtJlNE AN ATHLETIC WITH AN
ARTISTIC

F>MO HIGH CALORIC INTAKE ANP r-RIENpSlrlP
IN THE GRISTLE LOVER'S Ctu8.' SAMPLE THE
LATEST ENpcux ReCIPIPS AT THEIR. MONTHLY
SrAoRGAS&ORD.

COLLEGE EXPERIENCE, THE ACAPPEUA RUGSYSOUAO

WAV BE THE PERFECT CHOICE.

PRACTICE '1

PELO OR IN CONCERT HALL. C

I«I\TH

HEU) ON

SMITH

INCLEMENT WEATHER.

it, •

' ft

OP COURSE, IF VOU DON'T FlNP YfeuR CLUS OF CHOICE, ALL foU
NEED TO %TMT VoUR OWN IS T^o orwER iNTEREtfTrj rttMBfJB
BARRING THAT, VoU CAN ALWAYS TON THE •SueauoTV CLUg
FoC EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

0'<•• To THE: ;■

Interested in doing comics for The BreezeP
v&VNate atx6749
XlA>4,
> lA^Al-* AW AH AI4

Id

Head to Plan 9 for variety!

■ ,rl> 00 (H til...*

Piti^di a

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
FLOGGING MOLLV
Drunken Lullabies
0NSALES1199CD

JAY-Z/R. KELLY
Best ol Both Worlds
ON SALE SUM CD

GRATEFUL DEAD
Postcards ol the Hanging
0NSAUSI3 99CD

Top Sollen Include. 0 Bioihei Where Atl Thou? AlanH Mousse,,e MityJ Blige U2
Luaiciis Fit Joe Bnndy Nonh Jones John Mijci (he Strokes Nippy Roots ind more

NIW M. USIP

434-9999
1790-96 E MARKET STREET
Kroger Shopping Center)

tSMl.

' St !'J) w
m '.■.'.'/. -;•:-

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY!
S HAnniSONBURO WITH STORES IN
CHARLOTTESVILLE ANORlCHWOfJO TOO' ***^rW0S*

.SUMMER JOBS
Live in Virginia Beach, Virginia
Telescope Pictures/ SunRays Studio
is now hiring for the Summer of 2002
you will

Live at the Beach
Work with Other
Highly Motivated People
and

Earn up to $10,000
While Having an Incredible Time
No Experience Necessary • Just Fun, Outgoing Students
Check out our website tor more Information and
Apply directly on line at www.tunraysstudio.com
or Voice Mail Us at 1 -757-425-1412
No Beach House? No Worries..
Housing Available

^Sm

Want lo be a VIP this summer? Apply for an internship
working on an episode ot Music in High Places,
starring Unwritten Law. Learn how at mastercard.com

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY @ Grafton Stovall Theatre
11:30 PM Thursday, March 28, 2002
FREE ADMISSION while passes last*
■ ij pol

INF ?:

0 call 568-6217 • www.upb.org
' Passes available at Taylor Hall, Room 203.

Passes required Sealing is limited and not guaranteed. Please airive early
10 required No one under the age ol 17 will be admitted without parenl or legal guardian
Presented in association with University Program Board

m
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today *> Birthday (March 21). You can learn by doing, or by reading books. This year,
you'll get to do both, and you'll be good at it. All this education is also making you
look better. It could be making your home more attractive, too. Cot a building project
going? If not, get started!

1

ACROSS
1 Insufficiencies
10 Stream of light

15 Historian
Macaulay

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging

Aries (March 21-April 19)
„. Today is an 8 - Feel that surge of
J^?i adrenaline? fhat's the sun comy^W ing into your sign You 're naturally smart, but now you're even
belter than usual at solving puzzles. You
make it look easy.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^. Today is a 6 - Today's kind of
Jj^^totieh but tomorrow will be bet^fWter. It you continue to hold out
tor what you want, you should
be able to get it. Holler if you get
stepped on. Otherwise, the other person
won't know.

Libra (Sept. 25-Oc* 22)
Today is a 9 - A very attractive
person is trying to get your
attention, possibly with outrageous behavior. You can easily
outwit this person, and make him or her
behave properly. The question is, do you
really wanna do that?

sta

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 8 - Your willingness to
take on tough assignments is
admirable. Even better, it gives
you a distinct advantage. People know
you can produce results, and they
depend on you.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
M Today is an 8 - Your reach has
been extended. You're able to pi
to something that previously
was denied you. See why you're
taught to never give up?

_
Today is an 8 - You could lose
f^SC1.In* argument if you're not care^^7 ful. Do you have a trick you can
pull out of your sleeve to divert
attention? A good joke might work.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 5 - You're pretty good
j at arranging things to come out
' the way YOU want. This is one of
those occasions when it will take
a lot of phone calls. Set a high goal so
that if you fall short, you're still OK.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
^
Today is a 6 - A household prof^
ject is turning out to be more
r9sT work than you expected, but
you'll be proud when it's done.
It'll be worth the extra cost. too.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
— Today is a 9 - You and your
|^^) friends will be hard to contain.
^^^ Your enthusiasm is boiling over.
You're not making a mess or disrupting things; you're inspiring creativity
Make promises you don't know how
you'll keep.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* *«. Today is a 5 - Do the best you
-£^n can lo please an impetuous older
M^\ person. You can help this person
^^^- relax. Your attention and concern will do it whether or not you can
fulfill the request.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
j^A Today is an 8 - Love is in thr air'
^P You won't need a special potion
§^\ when your sweetheart is any■* *• where around. Don't have a true
love yet? Get out and mingle.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
..
Today is a 6 - The coming phase
(£%) eou" I* very prosperous fcr
F vou- There'll be no shortage of
opportunities. It's up to you to let
people know what you can do. and that
you're available. Advertise!

—Tribune Media Services

16 Beer choice
17 Without a will
18 Orderly arrangement
19Schnoz
20 Silver-gray alloys
of tin
22 Mister
23 Cream-filled
dessert
27 Leg ends
28 Kimono sash
29 Stevedore, at
times
30 Racetrack figures
31 Flowed
32 Signatory
34 Blackthorn berries
36 Mexican sayonara
40 Incombustible
fibers
46 Fanatic fan
47 Grand Coulee
and Hoover
50 Bring pressure to
bear on
51 Put on the feed
bag
52 Fencing sword
53 Active volcano
54 Healing waters
55 Taiwan, once
57 Paradigm
59 Burstyn or Barkin
60 Pertinence to the
matter at hand
64 Country singer
Black
65 Spanner
66-Jay Silverheels

role
67 Avidity
DOWN
1 Cutters
2 "The Silence of
the Lambs" villain
3 Composer
Respighi
4 Stat starter?

/
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4

e
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9
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1

5b

46

*)9
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64

65
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62

61

58

...

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

5 Vulgar
6 Gallery presentation
7 Actress Scala
8 Tolkien's tree creature
9 More oozy
10 Deli side
11 Location of Trinity
College
12 Concurred
13 Was uneasy
about
14 Lovers' meetings
21 Blunders
24 Swindle
25 Young boy
26 Bother
33 New York City
waterway
35 Legal right-of-way
37 Sort of
38 Surpasses in
growth
39 Thieves
41 One of the
Trumans
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42 From a one-sided
point of view
43 Thar blows!
44 Drag
45 Mining product
47 Flaw
48 Handsome young
man
49 Camelot magician
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Suspicious of
Euphemistic oath
Pitcher's stat
Response time
Holiday forerunner

cMR! rattijk

fill You C

Pizza Buffet

30 Toppi
Dessert Pi
Pasta Bar

Ladies are FREE 18 & Up FREE!
Every Thursday Night!!

Groups aniClubs-Check out oyHJanquet Room
2 Pa/tables

Wednesday: Iron Lion & the Natty
Lion Reggae Band. "
18 & up, 9:30 p.m.

Ladies of J.M.U. if you want
a real Dance Club f> you don't
in.ml to pay a cent, uje'll see
you at Mainstreet Tonight!

Saturday: Folk Blues
18 & up, 9:30 p.m.

Rent after hours for priuate parties
(floui Booking Hue Local Bands-Call Rob If Interested)

~y
The Ualley's only
,
"Real" Dance Club rages
on Thursday Nights ujith L
the Burg's 1st euer all included
• Mill College Night".

%BAj

3*n

Lrg 1 Topping Deliuefed

Mainstreet features J.M.U.'s
own Mix Masta Mike from
New York playing all the
Current Hit Dance Tracks
in the Nation.

$5199

33-0606

141 S. Carltori St. Weal to Ruo9«f Whorehouse 6 Big LotsJ

....

-..„-..

432.9963
www.maiiisireetrocks.coni
All Shows 18 & up. Unless Otherwise Noted!
Mainstreet Is Perlecily Located al 153 South Mainstreet. HaMsonbury
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Preserving Lifestyle:

The Mennonite Community
Story by staff writer Kelly Scott and focus editor Danielle Potuto • Map and tree information courtesy of Harvey Yoder

A look at the
life and origin of
area Mennonite
societies
When living on campus, university life
-.in have a sheltenng affect on students. As students move off campus,
however, and start to explore the surrounding areas such as
Harrisonburg, Dayton. Bridgewater and Staunton.
they discover communities and cultures they previously knew nothing about. The Mennonites are one
such resident group.
Students may see a horse and buggy clirxlopping
on the road and assume that all Mennonites nave an
old, simple and conservative style of dn*ss, no electricity and prayer bonnets.
Sophomore Dave Hall said, "Well, I do assume
they all dress like that, but I know they don't only
drive horse and buggies. One pulled up next to me
in a car at Sheetz yesterday." He recognized the person because of the "standard: blue dress with a
smock and plain black shoes and a prayer bonnet."
However, much of the JMU community seems to
view the Mennonites with a mix between uninformed wonder and respect.
Senior Marena Daniel said, "I think they an?
just like the rest of us, but they just have different
ways of living."
Similarly, junior Li/ Cun-an said, "I usually think
that their way of living is something that 1 personally don't know much about, but 1 respect them for
being true to their beliefs."
However, not all Mennonites think or dress alike. In
Rockingham Count)' alone, there are five different
orders of Mennonites. According to Harvey Yodec a
Mennonite nunister, the "Showalter" Mennonites, the
"Wenger'' Mennonites and the "Homing" Mennonites
are old order Mennonites who are more conservative
than the other two groups. ftie Virginia Mennonite
Conference and the Southeastern Mennonite
Conference are the k?ss conservath'e groups.
According to the Hall of Church History Web rill
(wuw.gty.org/~pliil/anabapt.htm), the AnabaptistMennonite movement of 1525 provoked the branching off of the five orders from the original Anabaptist
group. This group formed from "radical reformers"
residing in Zurich, Switzerland during the
Reformation. The group differed from other religions
at the time in their belief in separation of church and
state, pacifism, freedom of religious belief, pursuit of
holiness and "believer's baptism" as opposed to
infant baptism. Thus, Menno Simon started the first
Mennonite group in the Netherlands in 1536. This
was the primary movement that created the foundation for what can be seen and explained by today's
Mennonite communities
Not every group, however, broke off at the
same time. The "Horning" Mennonites bn>ke off in
1939, the "Showalter" in 1900 and the "Wenger" in
1953. The Virginia Mennonite Conference broke off
in 1835 and the Southeastern Mennonite
Conference in 1972.
Technology use Is one of the main reasons groups
have separated through the years. Other reasons were
schooling, types of clothing and church practices.
\ The largest body of Old Order Mennonites are
the "Showalter." They drive buggies and use electricity with minimal appliances.
The "Wenger" Old Order Mennonites use buggies and only generate electricity for farming operation, whereas the "Horning" Mennonites allow any
type of black car, according to Yoder
The morv liberal Virginia Mennonite
Conference members may use any color of car as
long as it's conservative, and they also may wear
modern yet simple clothes
The Virginia Mennnonite Confen-nce and the
also liberal Southeastern Mennonite Confen-me
adopted Sunday school and revivals, which were
not part of the original Anabaptist movement
Revivals and Sunday school came into existence in
the late 19th century and wen- adopted by the mainstn-am Mennonite order. Thise adaptations muted
tension, one of the reasons the Old Order
Mennonites split.
Old Orders also do not believe in sending out
missionaries, "but they would believe that their
own lives are I witness to their friends and communities," Yoder said.
According to Yoder, the clothing and electrical
allowances of different Mennonite orders today
reflect when1 each order "stopped in time and whenthey pn-servod and stopped adopting.'' For instance,
about 101) years ago, the primary mode of transportation was the horse, MI orders that developed
during that time still use buggies Yoder said that the
"Horning" Mennonites lie knows today remind him
of the ones he kix-w 50 years ago, which is anmnd
the time that the "Horning' group broke off of the
Old Order They still drive around in old black cars,
similar to the 1950s.
Education is yet another issue that varies
between sects. Tne Old Order Mennonites will
attend public school until eighth gr.ide. Dennis and
MildnnJ Showalter ol the "Showalter" Old Order,
an* pan-nts ot five children and one foster child and
area local Mennonite family in tin' Pavton area
Their daughter Amber Showalter is one ot 11 lirstgraders at Edgewoixi school in Dayton. According

Uprising

to Showalter, Mennonites like to keep the numbers
in their schools low, between 40 and 60 students.
The schools have either two or three nx>ms. Dennis
said, "When two rooms fill up. We build a third
room and when the third nxim gets lull, it's time to
build a new school."
Yoder said the "Horning" group may attend
school through grade 12. 'me Southeastern
Mennonite Conference also goes through 12th grade.
Kastem Mennonite I mversilv is part ot the Virginia
Mennonite Conference, die most progressive of the
branches, and is seen as quite liberal bv the other
glOUpS. Yoder said about 2 lot I Ml' is composed
ot Mennonites
t trtaifl groups that have electricity also use normal kitchen applian.e-. Midi as A\t oven, stove.
washing machine, etc. They stick with the etMV
ti.ils thai will better their lives while staying away
from entertaining types ot technology Midi .is teleWMOII, radio and video games As local Mennonite
Mildred Showalter said, "Not that we work less,
but life is certainly less complicated
Outsiders of the Mennonite faith .in- welcome
to attend church. Ihev also may join as long as
they adhere to the beliefs such as .pa. ill. isin no
alcohol, no divorce and no Internet. Some group!
have adopted computers but still abstain from
using the Internet.
Mildn'd said she leels the Harrisonburg community treats Mennonite-. with respect. Some community amenities have been made, such as buggy
parking at Patchworks in Pavton and Super Walmart in Harrisonburg.
As Yoda said, "I think the community needs to
value a group of people that honors, that preserves a
rural litestvle, that haven't erjnrttd !»' modern conventions." Instead ot simpK accepting technology,
he mentioned how observing a preserved iite-,|\ H
would help people "examine the ways we adopt to
our cultun*."
According to a WVH video entitled Silent
Grace," written and produced hv lennv 1 loward,
she described the Mennonites as "■ solid community, but like us all, made up of individuals, individuals armed with peace, faith, community and silent
grace." Rm kingnam ( ountv has a cultum that MQ>
serves a faith with root', from toui . enturies M0 .md
eiuourages voung students learning to generate the
ideas and technologies of tomorrow.
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Burruss Auditorium - Virginia Tech
Sunday - March 24, 2002
Tickets on sale now by phone 1-800-843-0332
$10 - Virginia Tech Students
$15 - General Public
Presented by the Virginia Tech Union Concerts Committee

Cinnastix!!!
It Doesn't Set Better Than

FREE!
Buy 2 Medium 1 -Topping Pizzas
For $13.99 And Get
FREE Cinnastix or Brcadsticks!
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
Serving JMU West Campus
Serving CSAT/Port Rd
& South Main St.
& North Harrisonburg
433-2300
433-3111
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Date: Thurs 21st & Fri 22nd
Time: 10 AM-4 PM
Place: Warren Hall, Post Office Lobby
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Mo* Money, Mo' Problems

There may not be any money for
those English majors, but there sure
is satisfaction!

"(Sister Souljah] is popular among the
hip-hop culture generation and provides information that especially
encourages women."
ZELPHIA BRYANT

senior assl. director for CMISS

Ptfl* 14

See ttory below

Sister Souljah speaks of women, African rights
BY CHELSEA WASHINGTON

contributing writer
Dynamic "raptivist," speaker, world traveler and writer
Sister Souljah spoke Tuesday at
Crafton Stovall Theater. The
Center
for
Multicultural
International Student Services
sponsored the event as a part of
its celebration of Women's
History Month.
Sister Souljah came to
national prominence in 1992
when then-presidential candidate Bill Clinton criticized
her for making allegedly antiwhite statements during a
Rainbow Coalition conference. She was open about her
own
experiences
and
addressed several issues confronting African-Americans
and women.
"She is popular among the
hip-hop-culture
generation
and provides information that
especially
encourages
women," said Zelphia Bryant,
senior assistant director for
CMISS. "She has a powerful
message and has done a
tremendous amount of things
within the community."
In her speech, Sister
Souljah revealed secrets for

living wisely and well in a
celebrity-obsessed
culture.
She offered insights on understanding one's individual culture and history, defining this
knowledge as the passport for
creating the type of life one
wants to lead.
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Sister Souljah is the
perfect representation
of a multi-cultural
speaker who can bring
diversity to women's
issues.
— Stephanie Dupal
graduate siudcnl

~5 5 "
She continued with her call
to action as she preached
about the 360 degrees of
power women can wield and
standards women and minorities need to create within their
own communities.

Sister
Souljah
was
unapologetic and passionate
in espousing unity within the
African-American community, insisting that each should
honor his or her own system
of belief. In her lecture, she
addressed
standards
of
womanhood,
asking all
young women in the audience to "sacrifice the feeling
of passion and lust instead of
themselves."
She discussed common
western misconceptions about
Africa and provided numerous
examples of the way African
women use their lives in a continuous search of moral and
spiritual meaning.
"March
is
Women's
History Month and Sister
Souljah is the perfect representation of a multicultural
speaker who can bring diversity to women's issues,"
graduate student Stephanie
Dupal said.
One of her most profound
statements focused on race,
declaring to the audience that
being an "African-American
is not about a clothing or |
hairstyle, but about the way
you love, live and relate in

heart, mind and spirit."
Sister Souljah's best selling
book, "No Disrespect," is a
look at African-American
male-female
relationships,
which aims toward motivating
others. She recently authored
her second novel, "The
Coldest Winter fiver," which
tells the tale of young women
trying to survive in a world
ruled by greed and sex.
Sister Souljah graduated
from Rutgers University
and has lectured
throughout
America
Africa and

Europe. More than a political
activist and author, she founded a camp for the children of
homeless families and now
works with rapper-entreMT-^
preneur Sean "P Diddy" 4 *^P
see FEMALE, page 15
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Sister Souljah speaks to the JMU crowd at Orafton Stovall Theater Tuesday.
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Virginia Coalition soon to rock JMU

Free concert promises 'funk' and 'go-go style9 music at Wilson
BY KATY KAIN
AND ALISON FARGO

MI.UHANMONTGOMERY/imior/iA(ifcijtnviftrr
Freshman Ariella Bowden, seniors William Hinds and Brian
Laycock and freshman Sara Tomko perform In "Crave."

'Crave' creates
passionate play
BY BECTA WORTHINGTON

contributing writer
The craving begins long
before the first line is spoken.
While the audience takes their
seats, three players in gothic
costume are trapped in glass
boxes with white stitching and
one man stands alone, unmoving and silently confrontational,
center stage.
At Theater II, the actors of
"Crave" all wait, claustrophobic
and focused, with heavy eyeliner and chiseled cheekbones. The
characters are A, B, C and M,
played by senior Brian Laycock,
freshman Ariella Bowden, freshman Sara Tomko and senior
William Minds.
With no parts to hide behind
and no excuse to leave the stage,
the actors are trapped on a
raised, white platform, and the
audience is trapped with them
in a room lined with plastic.
There is no plot, no location, no
age and no individual description. It is a play absolutely void
of specifics, yet it is unremittingly specific in emotional content.
The opening verbalization is
a bloodcurdling, heart-arresting
scream, and that note of desperation continues throughout the
production. From before the
opening to alter the applause,

the actors move together subtly
and frenziedly in music, word
and silence. Theatre II is transformed into a sort of nevernever-land,
somewhere
between contained and spastic.
The audience witnesses rape,
vomit, love, abortion, hate,
childhood, sex, breakups, motherhood and just about everything else under the sun.
Through passionate delivery
and continuous stylized choreography, the innermost emotional states of the four actors
are realized in a crushing and
incapacitating way.
The audience becomes so
unified with the production that
the people squirm and cry and
heave and shake with the actors.
There is an intimacy to "Crave"
that few have had the nerve,
and even fewer have had the
skill to attempt. These people
have both.
The whole show takes place
in the desperate, pained splitsecond when one is about to
lose everything. It is the
moment between paralysis and
breakdown — on the verge of
sanity, on the verge of tears, on
the verge of everything beautiful. The actors run the gamut,
specifically Bowden, who plays

staff writers
Virginia Coalition will
fuse funk rock with an energized JMU atmosphere that
will be captured on tape
Sunday. The band will perform a free concert Sunday in
Wilson Hall at 8 p.m.
The University Program
Board announced earlier this
week that the concert will be
free and that those who had
previously purchased tickets
will be refunded.
The concert is a joint effort
of UPB, MUI 422 (Concert
Production and Promotion)
and SMAD 304 (Advanced
Digital Audio Production).
According to junior Nick
Ward, director of Musical
Events for UPB, the concert
will be recorded by the MUI
and SMAD classes in audio
and digital format and possibly will be released by
Virginia Coalition.

"We figured that this concert
would be a great learning opportunity for both of these classes,"
Ward said, "so we presented it to
Virginia Coalition, and they are
really excited about it."
Virginia Coalition, nicknamed "VACO" by its fans,
has appeared with bands
such as Dave Matthews Band,
Train, 1 ive. Fuel, Pat McCee
Band, Sister Hazel, OAK.,
Nine Days and Guster The
group of five who met in high
school in Alexandria performs about 250 shows a year,
touring throughout the midAtlantic region.
Rock producer Mitch Easter
worked with the band to
release its second album, mostly composed of "funk rock and
D.C. go-go styles," according
to mvw.wcosongs.com.
"They have a very unique
college rock sound," said senior Mike Moutenot, director
of
Media
and
Public
Relations for UPB.

VACO's first CD, Colors of
the Sound, was released in
March 1998 and sold more
than 10,000 copies.
Townburg, VACO's second

-66—
They have a very
unique college
rock sound.
— Mike Moutenot
Director of Media and Public Relations

for UPB

55 full-length
independent
record, was released in April
2000 and has sold more than
9,000 copies.
"I saw Virginia Coalition
play at Randolph-Macon last
semester," sophomore Kellen
Scott said. "They were really

good. They play a lot of their
old and new stuff. After the
show, they came out and
t.ilked to everyone."
According to Moutenot,
the decision of making the
concert free was made based
on low ticket sales.
"We didn't get
the
response we really expected
to get at first," Moutenot said.
In order lo fu\ I \ IdCO Mid
.iiidio that capture the energy
of a live performance, UPB's
decision was made in hopes
of attracting a full house,
Moutenot said. UPB will provide the extra funding.
As originally planned, the
82 tickets previously sold
will still be entered into a
drawing for a free iPod from
Apple Computer
The drawing will be held
the night of the concert. Apple
Computer
supplied
the
equiptment that will be used
for editing VACO's audio and
video tapes.

Point and Flex

see'CRAVE/page 15

ttUMQ <* RICHMOND HAU-KT/SuMnne Grandu
Dancer* from the Richmond Ballet will perform "Concerto Grotto" at Wilton Hall Saturday.

"Concerto Grosso" is one of several pieces to be performed by the Richmond Ballet in its production at Wilson Hall
Saturday at 8 p.m. Inspired by the grace and physicality of the athletes at the 1968 Olympic Games, Charles Czarny
created "Concerto Grosso" in 1970. He formed the piece using elements of warm-up exercises, shadow boxing,
skating, tightrope walking, soccer and karate. It is a humorous work that requires the dancers to have perfect timing. "Concerto Grosso" has broad audience appeal and is full of interesting surprises.Tickets cost $20 for general
admission, $18 for seniors and $10 for children and JAC card holders. They may be purchesed at The Masterpiece
Season Box Office.
MEGHAN MOmCMMfMYisfmor ph,*<>tmphrr
In the midst of an emotional scene, Senior Brian Laycock and
freshman Ariella Bowden express one of "Crave"'s raw themes.
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Dance portrays
life 'In the Valley1

The Ahrful dodgef

BY JOANIE CLARK

10th Anniversary Party. Free cake Il"2 p.m.i
Saturday
Poetry Reading Nighti Tuesday
Acoustic Cafei Wednesday

The Biltmore
DJ Mysoni Thursday
Karaokei Friday
Acoustic Night-Jaime Thompson! Wednesday

CALHOUN's
Splatti Thursday and Friday

Finnigan's Cove
Jon Fritxi Thursday
Gypsyi Friday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday

BK'KV GNWmjitoff photographer

Dave's Taverna

Members of the Contemporary Dance Ensemble performs
"At Third Glance," choreographed by senior Casey Blake.

Live Jazzi Wednesday 8pm

The Little Grill
Bob Driver and Steve Parku Friday. 8 p.m.. 14
Makia Groovei Saturday. 9 p.m.. 13

March Madness NCAA Colleie B-Bsll.
Thursda>-Sunda}
Karokei Monday
Todd Schlabach. Wednesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Nighti Thursday
Ki Theory and Static Union: Friday
Q101 Ladies Nighti Saturday

Maim+ree* t>ar <£ gr\((
Doors tribute. The Soft Paradei Saturday, f 10
advance. $12 at door
Jah Work,: Tuesday. 16
Carbon Leaf. Static Union and Alpine Recessi
Wednesday. 17

MR.GATTI'S
Alpine Recessi Thursday. 9:30 p.m.. $3. 18 and up
Tattered Flesh. Frind Housei Friday. 9i3o p.m.
Jeremiah Prophett Saturday. 9>30 p.m.. $2. 18
and up
Iron Lion and the Natty Lionsi Wednesday. 10
p.m.. 95.18 and up

What do I want to be when I

Now that most of us have
Iftt behind the days of playgrounds, recess, arts and crafts
and optimistic innocence, I
think the question is: How do I
want to make money?
Money may be the root of all
evil, as thev sav, but let's face it
— the comfortable middle-class
existence most of us live cannot
continue without money, greenbacks, Benjamins, whatever.
Sorry. Monsieurs Lennon, Star,
McCartney and
Harrison,
money is all you need.
So when I answer questions
about my desired profession, I
answejf with money on my
mind. And the money situation
right now, folks ... well, it isn't
looking so hot.
Why? Because I'm an
Hnglish major.
Our career choices are
defined by our dreams. In elementary school, suffering from
the opportunistic infections of
every child's dinosaur fetish, I
wanted to be a paleontologist.

It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.
Use your credit card!

» "Z

stones and real people into the
choreography required more
time than usual, but all those
Involved claim that it will make
the concert especially intriguing
this year "I think meeting and
interviewing the people gave
the students a lot to work with
.is performers," Thompson
Sftld. "They are intimately connected to the material."
During the interviews, the
performance's artistic directors
recorded the immigrants' voices
to
incorporate
into
"Shenandoah." Seven different
I.manages demonstrate the val
lev s diversity and give the
audience an auditory taste of
valley culture. Taylor choreographed movement based on
material from the interviews.
Senior dancer Keira Hart
found that it was not only an
set MOVKMIiXT. {xigc 15

English: a 'major' decision
grow up. you ask?

It *«%'»

staff writer
Audiences will be exposed
to a different perspective on
Valley
culture
,il
the
Contemporary Dance EnMinble
concert this weekend. The performance will focus primarily
on thp 30-minute piece entitled
"In the Valley."
For the past semestt", the
dancers have been working
with nationally BKOgnllto
guest artist Mark Taylor and
composer
Alice
ShirUs
Together with JMU dance professor Cynthia Thompson, they
have conducted interviews with
15 immigrants living in the
Shenandoah area. These interviews wen1 used as a basis for
movement and composure of
Shield's
original
KOM,
"Shenanduih," used throughout the piece
The incorporation of real

Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu

Then 1 realized I'd probably
have to relocate to Montana or
some other arid wasteland
where the nearest McDonald's
was a three-hour drive in any
direction. So I figured since I
liked swimming, sharks, watch-

scrawling on m\ hinuVr
MARINE Bloiix.> NO!
ACCOUNTING: YES
To me. accounting wai the
cubicled purgatory oi thfl iWage Joe — the profession <>i
everyone who couldn't get an

All Things
Literary
by senior wriler
Zak Salih
ing (and eating) fish, why not be
a marine biologist? What shattered my dreams of interning at
Sea World and swimming with
whales was 10th grade chemistry. I was so angry at my average grades in that class (I bet
lacques Cousteau never got a C
in chemistry!) that I remember

interesting job. From accountant, we move onto computer
scientist When I relied on the
assistance (assistance, not cheating!) of a classmate to survive
that class, I figured maybe computer coding wasn't my thmg.
But what was my thing?
What was the talent I had that I

CALL US

Candie's Spa

564 - 2770
433 0322

THE LOOK

could use to continue my comfortable, green existence long
after I'd left my parents' house?
And then in I lth grade, I began
to get a sense of what I was realty good at I could read and
write. Now, I'm sun? you'n? say-,
ing, Zak, those an? menial skills
any average Joe possesses — and
they an-. But I had a passion !<»
reading books, a passion for typing out both meaningful and
nonsensical stories and book
RpOflft I loved English. I aced
English every single quarter all
through high school. I answered
ijik-shons in class with ease and
got a five on the AP English
exam. Finally — something IWM
halfway decent at, something I
could brag about! So before graduation, when my father posed
the question of what I wanted to
do next. I said with the beaming
pride of any confident paleontol:
ogist/marine biologist/accountant/computer scientist, I'm
going to be a writer!
My father's response: Are
you sure you don't want to be a
srr THE, jxtge 15

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheetz)

Walking Distance from
SunChasc. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac A Chesapeake

■—

Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLINC -TANNING • MASSAGE -TATTOOS • PIERCING

3 Months of Tanning $75

Save I OX onTattoos & Piercing

Haircut $12

Buy 12 Tanning Visits $27
and get 6 more free!

Conditioning Treatment S10

Full Body Massage $30

Perms $15

Highlights $40

(Bring This Ad)

The JMU College of Arts and Letters
Encore Series Presents...

The Richmond Ballet
Saturday March 23, 2002
Wilson Hall at 8:00 p.m.
All seats reserved.
$20 Adults, $18 Seniors,
$10 JMU students & children...
call for group rates
Box Office: Harrison Hall Lobby
Mon-Friday Noon- 4p.m.
Order by Phone: 568-7000
Toll Free: (877) 201-7543
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The write choice
THE. from page 14

computer programmer?
Once again, I'd hil a snag.
Here was my journalist lather (a
man who said he made enough
money — which translates to
peanuts) implying that wnting
was not the suitable choice for a
career. Was he jealous of my
youthful confidence or was he
trying to save me from his own
fate: a fate of horrible deadlines,
writer's block, mediocre pay, little job security, horrid health
benefits, a 401k even the bigwigs at Rnron wouldn't cheat
me out of, carpal tunnel syndrome, eye strain, backache,
migraines and extremely little
satisfaction? I admit, in hindsight, his offer was promising..
Yet in a true romantic fashion, I decided to set off on my
dreams of being a novelist. I'd
be a writer who lived with the
comfort that each of his works
would be well received; the
comfort that the royalty checks
would keep fueling the upper
class (no more middle class!)
existence of his dreams; the
comfort that, in the big game of
career choices, he had made the
right one, the one th.it maxiini/i.i his i.ilont .mil potential.
And yet at a university dominated by colleges of business
and integrated science and technobabble, when people asked
me what my major was and I
replied, English, I could sec
something moving behind Ih.ir
eyes and in the lines around
their mouth, as if they were
preparing to wince in pain or
frown with pity.
The common association
with majoring in English is
teaching. We're all instructed to
believe that English, like many
of the arts and humanities, is
not something applicable to the
real world, not something that
brings in beaucoup money, not
something one wants to study if
he or she wants to make a living. These notions of a poor,
troubled, Dostoyevsky-esque
existence culminating in a mysterious demise that would make
Poe pmud plagued me greatly.
Now, when asked my major, I
answer, English and Journalism,
secretly, stressing the real-world
applicability of journalism to
counterbalance the abysmal

uncertainties of English.
Even as I write these
words, however, I'm comforted by the realization that
English is not as useless as one
might think. It does not merely involve plunging your head
into a book or onto a sheet of
paper as you (all asleep in
Carrier Library examining
symbol after frustrating symbol while others mull over formulas and doctrines and court
cases It's a study that relies on
creativity and imagination,
criticism and philosophy.
While the facts, numbers
and rote memorization of the
sciences aid our external existence, it is the morals, lessons,
themes and journeys of the
written word that help us
understand and cope with our
internal existence. English is
the world of emotions that
defines and controls every single thing we do in life. I am confident of this even in the face of
a less-than-glamorous existence
where only the proverbial
cream-of-the-crop get massive
publishing contracts.
And while a student of
English is not necessarily
cursed (or blessed?) with a
career of lectures and grading
papers, the fact that many go on
to teach English proves that the
study of literature, culture, his
torv and humanity never will
evaporate, no matter how
numerical, factual and concrete
our existence gets.
I do believe in the importance of money lor survival, but
I also believe that happiness is
important as well And if you
can't have monev, you should
settle on happiness. No matter
how tall your office building
may be, without happiness in
your career you will be poorer
than the homeless occupants
scuttling beneath you.
With all this in mind, yes,
I've decided to study reading.
Yes, I've decided to study
writing. Yes, I've decided to
temporarily toss comfort and
security to the wind ind latch
onto something that, unsteady
as it is, may carry me towards
an intriguing future I cannot
yet imagine.
Yes, I'm perfectly happy
with my decision.

21, 2002
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'Crave' satisfies abstract desires
■CRAVE',from page 13

C, fluctuating between torment
and elation with an unheard of
accuracy and realism. The show
is exhausting to watch and mesmerizing from start to finish.
A scene in which Tomko's
character, M, kisses Hinds'
character, B, and he does not
kiss back, was a beautiful stage
moment depicting the pain of
unrequited love.
What was most impressive
about the show was how each
actor flip-flopped with pinpoint precision from one emotion to its polar opposite.
Moment by moment, bit by

bit. vignette by vignette, the
audience grabs hold of the
emotional roller coaster and
hangs on for dear life.
Lonely, desperate and fetal,
the actors are all bare shoulders
and bare feet, examining themselves, stripping themselves
both figuratively and literally,
making themselves into something as real as possible in a
cruel, clothed world.
Nothing about this show
is halfway done. Lighting,
set, costuming and sound are
collaborative — fully integral to and complementing
the performance.

The makeup is specific and
melodramatic. The costuming, done by senior Rikki
Bohan, is a. combination of
corsets, chain-mail, football
padding and gauze, all of it
torn to half-destruction. In
this way, the actors' appear
ances perfectly highlight the
polar qualities of the show,
incorporating both harsh brutality and gentle tenderness.
The lighting, done by
sophomore Hunter Christy
and freshman Bryce Gerlach.
is nothing short of a miracle.
Bulbs are hung from wire
around the performers while

harsh flourescents flicker on
and off in stunning correlation to the actors as they
make their progression from
darkness into light.
"Crave" is a work of art.
Every movement is deliberate,
every word is heartfelt, and
every crime committed in
secret silence is brought to light.
"Crave," written by Sarah
Kane and directed by senior
Trinity Baker, runs at Theatre
II through March 23 at 8 p.m.
each night with a midnight
show on March 22. Tickets
cost $4 and may be purchased
at the door.

Movement expresses immigrants' words
MOVEMENT, from page U

excellent artislic opportunity,
but «i lesson to be learned as
well. "This piece really brought
me out of the JMU bubble," she
■rid "We are constantly surrounded by like-minded young,
beautiful and healthy people. I
learned so much about the
I l.irrisonburg community, who
lives here, and how and why
they came here.
"Dance is something that
brings people together and
helps us to learn about one
another, even when we don't
speak the same language or
come from the same place."
Compared to the normal

time length of five to 10 minutes, "In the Valley," is much
longer. "It demonstrates the
time and struggle that the
immigrants felt in coming to
the US," senior dancer Beth
Bradford said. In fact, almost
every element, from the props
to the music, is intended to
portray the experience of the
immigrants uprooting from
their homeland and coming to
the United States
"It will be very moving and
compelling, especially for the
interviewees to hear their story
told back to them through both
their own words and our own
movement," senior dancer

Female perspectives
MM AW .from page IS

Combs as the executive director
of the Daddy's House Social
1'n.grams, .i not-for-profit childnn'l group. Sister Souljah said
she enjoys speaking to college
students because she believes it is
possible to be academically
advanced, but at the same time,
culturally uneducated.
After the nearly two-hour
long speech, most of the audience remained for the questionand-answer period. Members
of the audience thanked her for
coming and were offered an
opportunity to voice issues that
MimiUy are left unsaid within
the African-American and
female communities. Among

such subjects were details of
college party life, sexual experimentation, and the status of
women after role models such
as Pamela Anderson Lee.

-64
Sister Souljah left no
stone unturned.
- Brittany White
sophomore

99Sophomore Brittany White
said, "Sister Souljah left no
stone unturned. She covered
practically every issue that
young women face today."

Casey Blake said.
"Some people may be fnsci nated and others may be confused," Hart said. "I think it's
important just to listen and not
to try and find meaning. The
sound isn't organized in a
coherent story line or narrative,
but more a collection of
thoughts and memories."
In addition to "In the
Valley," there are a number of
other pieces choreographed by
faculty
and
students.
Thompson will present her
original work, "Incident,"
along with five other solos and
group pieces. The concert also
will include previously per-

formed pieces by senior
dancers Bradford, Blake, Hart,
Pedro Batista and Alicia White.
The Contemporary Dance
Ensemble is a modem dance
class for which dancers must
audition The ensemble performs a concert every spring
featuring works by faculty,
guest artists and students.
The concert runs March 21
to 23 at Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Hall at 8
p.m. Tickets for general
admission are $10 and $6
with JAC card. Tickets can be
bought at the Masterpiece
Season Box Office at x8-7000,
or at the door.

Staff writers' workshop
Thirsday, March 28
4 pm
The Breeze office

in the basement of
AnthonjrSeeger Hal

PRIVE MORE CAR THAN YOU mGMED!
NO CREDIT NEEDED!!

THE 2002 JETTA
$

259 */mo., ONLY 36 Mos.
with NO MONEY DOWN

DO YOU GRADUATE IN THE NEXT 4 MONTHS OR DID YOU
GRADUATE WHIN THE LAST 24 M0NTHS7...RULE VW
AND VOLKSWAGEN CREDIT HAVE YOUR TICKET TO RIDE.
No Money Down includes tax, title & tags- 1st
mo. payment paid by Rule PLUS security
deposit waived with approved credit thru
„
Volkswagen Credit.
rf

environment, autoclave sterilization & single use needles

Drivers wanted' ^^/flj

We stopped counting all the standard
features somewhere after 40!

•2002 VW JETTA, SUM K-vlS.'i PURCHASE PHI! I CTUASI END MHOO LEASE BASED ON 12.000 MILES PER
YEAR WITH AN EXCESS MILEAGE CHARGE OP 15 PER MILE UASEOON SELLING PRICE OFSIU06J4 .
SEE DEALER POR DCTAILS. OFFER ENDS ATXHOl

RULE <§Volkswagen
Locally Owned & Operated Serving The Valley Since 1966

181 Exit 220, 314 Lee Jackson Highway, Staunton, Va 24401
540-886-2357 • 1 -800-277-0598 • www.ruleauto.com

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm
-walk-ins or by appointment
-privacy assured990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg
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Virginia Dermatology & Maxillofacial Surgery
540-434-DERM (3376)
Acne • Skin Problems • Cosmetic Skin Care • Psoriasis
• Medical & Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer • Lupus •
• Melanoma • Eczema • Moles • Warts • Herpes
• All Insurance Plans Filed • New Patients Welcome •
3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
1 Block from the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles in Front of Grace
Covenant Church. Providers for Trigon, Southern Health, Medicare.
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What do you think about the
changes to The Breeze?
' Visit our Web site and tell us what you think!

Saturday, March 23 & Sunday, March 24
Both games at Noon • Double Header on Saturday!
Long Field/Mauck Stadium
Race/ to- tihe> Outback for Outback gift cxrOfCcateii
Vtyyto #"£ **& Legend* gti/eawayy at every gamed

AST Sorority, The Valley AIDS Network & Linda M. Kofeldt, M.D.
Honorary Chair of the 4th Annual Valley AIDS Walk
Cordially Invite all JMU Students, Faculty, Staff, Family & Friends to a:

Phillips & Glick Benefit Performance
With an appearance by George Hirschmann of TV3
and music by Bill & Lorain Harouff
FUN, FOOD, & SONG NIGHT
Participate in the Valley AIDS Walk
FRIDAY, MARCH 22nd
on Saturday, March 23rd at 11:00 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church of Harrisonburg
Join area Students, Parents, Churches & Teams in our
17 North Court Square, Harrisonburg, VA
Growing Community Commitment to Prevent HIV/AIDS
Doors Open 7:00 p.m./Show Starts 7:45 p.m.
First Come Seating - Silent Auction Before Show
Beverages, Appetizers and Dessert Provided
Free Will Offering for the Valley AIDS Network

Registration Starting at 11:00 a.m. on JMU Campus at the QUAD
Rally on Court Square at 12:15 p.m.

Valley AIDS Network

For Information, or to make an advance donation
call 540 564-0448 or e-mail valleyaids@yahoo.com
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■ March Madness
Freshman Dan Budnyk reviews
the upsets and upcoming games
in the NCAA Tournament.
see story below
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"Now is the time for me to start a new chapter in
my life, while still pursuing familiar goals."
KENNY BROOKS

new women's basketball associate coach
see story below

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Being No. 1 not as easy as it looks

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Brooks switches
from JMU
After being thrust into the spotlight, Zesinger learns ups and downs of being top seed men's team to
BY CHRIS BAST
the only options Zesinger had Maria Malerba said. "She off the court is aimed at said. In fact, Malerba said,
women's team
contributing writer
to take advantage of her free
She's played in countless
suites across the country, attend
ed the famous Bolletieri Tennis
Academy in Bradenton, Fla.
and been ranked as one of the
top players on the Last Coast.
but perhaps the most significant
victory in sophomore Margie
A'singer's tennis career came
oti the dance floor instead of the
tennis court. The women's tennis team's top-seeded player
got her start in tennis at age II
only after winning a membership to an athletic club during a
middle school dance.
The athletic club's policies
did not allow her to use the
equipment at the facility, so

membership were swimming
or tennis lessons. Since then the
sophomore's life has been consumed by the sport, and she
loves every minute of it.
So Mr this season. Zesinger's
successes have come in spurts.
Although her record is
2-6, she did win her
most recent match
over the University
of Delaware's
E!lyGiese6-2,3i
6.10-8.
"This kid
hai.' fantae-

Ik
work
ethic," coach

M'DRE.YWILLlA.MS/t.minbulinspkXoKrHphfr

comes in early and stays late;
she does the extra things.
Tennis matters to her."
It is this work ethic that
has Zesinger playing No. 1
for the Dukes this season.
After losing the top three
players on last year's team
to graduation, Zesinger
knew coming in this year
that she was going to compete for the top spot. She
played in the fourth spot last
year as a freshman and
worked hard to elevate her
game to the
level of a No.
1 player.
"This
past
summer I worked
really hard. I knew I'd
come in in the top two,"
Zesinger said. Zesinger
said she played in several
tournaments over the summer, including a professional
tournament
in
Harrisonburg.
Malerba said that playing
in the summer was key in
helping Zesinger stay competitive. She said she's given
up extra things and has
made tennis one of the most
important parts of her life.
Everything she does on and

improving her game. "She'll
do whatever it takes to raise
the level of her game,"
Malerba said.

Zesinger has the third
fastest serve in all of )MU.
Malerba said, "Only two
guys hit harder."
Though she has possessed the physical tough66ness, the one area Zesinger
has had to work on is her
This kid has a fantastic mental game. Being her first
season at No. 1, she still is
work ethic. She comes getting used to the pressure
comes along with the
in early and stays late, that
position. Zesinger said that
playing at No. I is different
she does the extra
because you can't afford lo
things. Tennis matters make any mistakes.
"I can not go out and have
to her.
any lose points. If I win the
first set, I have to work twice
— Maria Malerba as hard," Zesinger said.
women's tennis coach
Her coach echoes her
sentiments. "At No. 1,
59
everything has to be working in order to win,"
Malerba said, "|You| never
One of the things that have an easy match. Every
Zesinger works at that sepa- single point matters."
rates her from a lot of other
Though it has been a big
players is her commitment to transition, Zesinger has hanthe weight room. Malerba dled the No. 1 spot well in
said
that
the
biggest her second season.
improvement in Zesinger's
"She works really hard
game has been her strength.
and has a really good sense
"She's the only player of humor. She handles
I've had to serve a ball and
hit over 100 mph." Malerba
sir COMMITMENT, page 18

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

JMU records season-high score, falls to University
of Illinois-Chicago in final home meet of year
BY ALISON FARGO

staff writer
With cheers from the
crowd, the men's gymnastics
team finished its final home
meet with the
Tuesday
team's highest
score of tin- Mf
UIC
son.
192.800.
206.200
Although
the
|\H
Dukes
were
defeated by the
1*12.8110
University
of
Illinois-Chicago,
which scored a 206.200, their
spirit remained intact.
"This was a really good
meet for us," coach Roger
Burke said. "The guys have
had a struggle getting things
together because we have so

many young guys ... but I
think tonight we really
pulled through."
Sophomore Jason Woodnick
placed first on the still rings with
a score of 9.000. Senior Nick
Blanton took third in the event
with an 8.550.
Woodnick also placed second on the floor exercise with
an 8.900. FiMhman Bre'ii
Wargo had a score of 8.450,
which landed him in fourth
place for JMU.
On the pommel horse, the
Flames grabbed the top five
spots. Blanton was JMU's top
finisher in the event with a
H.150, for sixth place.
Woodnick placed a teamhigh fourth in the vault with .i

score of 9.050. Blanton followed Woodnick in sixth place
with an 8.850.

-66
The guys have had a
struggle getting things
together because we have
so many young guys...
— Roger Burke
gymnastics coach

9?
Blanton tied for third with

UIC's Matthew Soucie on the
parallel bars with a score of
8450. Blanton also took third on
the horizontal bar with an 8.250.
Woodnick ended up in second place in the all-around
standings with a score of 50250
behind UIC's Neil Faustino.
Blanton placed third in the allaround standings with a 49.600,
while senior Doug Pine took
fourth with a 15.550.
"We've had a week and a
half off, and this was a critical
time to get rest and let the guys
heal up so tonight they wen?
able to focus,'' Burke said. "And
tonight it showed."
Blanton said, "I really
think this meet went the best
it could have gone. We

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

trained real hard ... I guess
you could say the word of
the night is 'satisfying.'"
This weekend, the men's
club gymnastics team will
compete at the Eastern College
Athletic
Conference
Championships at Temple
University in Philadelphia. Pa
'Tonight went just awesome
as a team. We really came
together," senior Luke Edstrom
said. "It's nice to see we've gone
up steadily, and we'll be going
into this weekend with the high
est score yet."
Saturday, the team championships and individual preliminaries will take place, followed
by finals on Sunday. Both meets
begin at 3 p.m.

Former men's assistant basketball coach Kenny Brooks was
named associate coach for the
women's
basketball
team
Monday, days after his resignation as an assistant under men's
coach Sherman Dillard, according to a March 18 press release.
Brooks cited his passion to someday become a head coach as part
erf his overall decision.

"Now is the time for me to
start a new chapter in my life,
while still pursuing familiar
goals," Brooks said according to
the press release. "I've always
wanted to be a head coach, and
I will work hard at achieving
that goal in the women's game.
"This has been a decision in
the making for some time now,
and it was enhanced when I had
two daughters. Now it is possible for me to have a dream of
one day coaching my daughters. I am looking forward to the
new challenges ahead and am
very excited."
Brooks was an assistant
coach for the men's team
under Dillard for four years
before leaving the team .over
the weekend He was hired (o
women's basketball coach Bud
Childers' staff following the
departure of two women's
assistant coaches, Russ Sarfaty
and Jennifer Hoover.
Sarfaty had been an assistant
with the team for five seasons,
while Hoover had been with the
team for two seasons.
Childers said Brooks' energy
would be a positive addition for
his team. "With the announcement of Kenny Brooks joining
our team today, we have begun
the process of a new direction
with our staff," Childers said,
according to the press release.
"Kenny will bring an energy
and a passion to our staff that
will be greatly beneficial to our
program's efforts and our players' development."
—from staff reports

DAN BUDNYK

Upsets leave fans' brackets in shambles
Have a lot of scratches and
Xson your NCAA Tournament
brackets? You're not alone. This
unpredictable tournament is
living up to the name "March
Madness' again this \e.ir With
favorites like the University of
Cincinnati,
University
of
Florida, University of Alabama,
(ibnzaga University, MmnMtti
University and the UniversiU
of Cieorgia out of it already, for
most fans the Sweet 16 is far
from sweet.
The big three, Duke
University, the University of
Kansas and the University of
Maryland, have been the only
sure bets thus far. Look for
them to move their way into
the Final Four and vie for a
national
championship.
Among the surprises in the
tournament thus far, besides
the Cinderella stories of Kent
Stata University and Southern
Illinois University, have been
the demise of a tough
I un mnati squad and almost
the
entire
Southeastern
Conference. Thought to be
one of the strongest conferences in the country, the SEC
has only one survivor —
fourth ranked University of
.Kentucky in the East.
The South bracket can be
deemed the most predictable.
I >uke looted almost unbeatable
while destroying Winthrop

University by nearly 50 points
in the first round, but barely
survived its matchup with the
University of Notre Dame in the
second round The near loss to
Notre Dame most likely will
give the Blue IX'vils a muchneeded wake-up call heading
into Duke's next game. They
face Indiana in the Sweet 16
,which has played well in the

-66The near-loss to Notre
Dame most likely will
give the Blue Devils a
much-needed wake-up
call heading into
Duke's next game.
-95
tournament but will have trouble competing with Duke's interior game, led by Atlantic Coast
Conference Tournament MVP
Carlos Boozer
Maryland
destroyed a
decent University of Wisconsin
team on Sunday, yet faces a
surging Kentucky squad on
Friday. Kentucky dispatched
Valparaiso I nnersity and Tulsa
University Both are respectable
teams, hut not nearlv up to the

\

caliber of Maryland. Though
Kentucky's Keith Bogans is
starting to play to his potential,
and Ail-American Tayshaun
Prime is playing superbly (he
dropped 41 points on Tulsa),
Maryland
is
emotionally
focused and has a supreme low
post duo of Lonnie Baxter and
( hns Wilcox that provide a formidable obstacle to any team.
Maryland more than likely
will face No. 2 University of
Connecticut, which in my
opinion was given a victory
against North Carolina State
University. UConn has a
strong team, but doesn't
deserve to be a No. 2 seed and
won't pose a huge threat to
Marlyand. A North Carolina
State-Maryland Regional Final
would have been much more
entertaining, with both teams
m .illing N.C. State's victory
two weeks ago over the Terps
in the ACC Tournament.
In the Midwest, there are
two big matchups, with one
being a rematch of List year's
Midwest
semifinal
game
between the University of
Illinois and Kansas, which
Illinois won. Kansas has to be
the odds-on favorite in this
bracket, as well as the tournament after it crushed an accomplished Stanford University
squad Illinois hasn't been tested yet in the tournament.

defeating a 12th and 13th seed.
Since losing in the Big 12
Championship, along with a
poor showing against 16th seed
College of Holy Cross, the
Jayhawks seem to have things
rolling again and look very hard
to beat.
At the bottom of the
Midwest bracket is the
University
of
OregonUniversity of Texas match-up,
which should be a good one.
Texas has to shut down
Oregon's terrific trio of Luke
Jackson, Luke Ridnour and
Frederick Jones, who combine
to score nearly 80 percent of
the team's points. Both teams
have played well in the tournament, but don't look for
them to stop Kansas.
And now on to the Wild
Wild West, where any of the
four teams remaining can win.
At the top of the bracket lie
UCLA and the University of
Missouri, both of which were
top 10 teams at the beginning
of the season, but found itself
towards the end of the tournament seedings. UCLA stunned
No. 1 seed Cincinnati on
Sunday while Missouri won
big over fourth-ranked Ohio
State University. This game is
anyone's guess, but I'm leaning towards Missouri, which
srr TOVKNAMENT, page 18

I

SHANE KEYSFJt/A'ffr Campus
The University of Kansas got a scare from the College of Holy
Cross In the first round. Kansas took out Stanford University
end will face the University of Illinois Friday In the Sweet 16.
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SPORTS

Tournament still anyone's ballgame

PORT

B-E-A-T

Slaedt wins CAA Player of
the Week
Junior midfielder Lisa
Staedf was named CAA
Player of the Week in
women's lacrosse this week.
Staedt scored 11 goals in
three games last week,
including two four-goal
games against CAA rivals
Old Dominion University
and Loyola University.
Diver Places at NCAAs
Senior diver Tiffany
Kirkham placed 27th on the
three-meter diving board at
the NCAA Zone "A"
Diving
Championships
March 16, scoring 199.25.

TOURSAMENT, from page V
schedule this year and has
looked good in the tournament.
The Missouri-UCLA winner
will face either Oklahoma
University or the University of
Ariaona in the Regional Final
game. Now that Cincinnati and
Gonzaga have been eliminated,
both teams feel that the winner
will go on to the Final Four.
This will be both teams' first
true test of the tournament.
Although Oklahoma is rolling
after its defeat of then-No. 1
Kansas in the Big 12 championship, the Sooners lack the
depth needed to advance. It's
the best defensive team left in
the tournament, but it hasn't
played well offensively lately,
which they'll need a lot of to
beat the Wildcats.
The well-coached Arizona
team is versatile with an offense
that clicks. Four players average
double figures and five have
over 32 assists on the season.
Despite their youth, the Wildcats

should sneak past Oklahoma
and end up in the Final Four.
Two Cinderella
teams
remain in the tournament: Kent
State and Southern Illinois,
which overcame a 19-point
deficit to defeat the third-seeded

-6 6// is inevitable that one
of the big three will
make its way into the
championship...
99
Georgia squad to advance to the
round of 16. Yet, the team with
the best chance to move on in
the tournament is Kent State,
which is riding a 20-game winning streak. It faces a shaky
University of Pittsburgh squad
and could stumble into a
Regional Final game against the
giant Duke, where it will be

'"BUSINESS
Office 801-8570

Our Next Hollywood
Classic Movie:

•MOVIE INFO:

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
AND MANAGEMENT

"* ""^ Ch°C°"U "^
(Efhjetlv* Friday)
Showtlmu: 3-22-02 3-30-02

lor th* Movie
"Phantom"

SHOWTIMES
Mon.-Fri.

7 alto 9 30 p m.
Sat. & Sun.
2-430- 7 t 9 30 p.m.

aftemtx»n at 2:30 p.m.
"If we go out there and
all play relaxed carefree

-6 6
If we go out there
and ah play relaxed
carefree tennis and
have fun out therewe
can have results.
— Margie Zesinger

Sophomore women's tennis player

-99tennis and have fun out
there we can have results,"
Zesinger said. "We know
we can do it."

434-5935
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CLIMBINGTREE MOVIEHOUSE
VALLEV

brought back down to Earth.
A familiar face in the tournament was the Colonial
Athletic Association winner
University of North CarolinaWilmington, which upset the COMMITMENT, from page 17
fourth-seeded University of No. 1 real well; she's real humSouthern California in the first ble about it," Malerba said.
round and almost pulled
As for her teammates,
another win against Indiana.
Malerba said that it all comes
It is inevitable that one of the back to Zesinger's work ethic.
big three will make its way into "They really respect her for
the championship, but don't be her work ethic. She's a very
surprised if a team from the good role model in that
West finds itself in the big one. sense," Malerba said.
Playing in the toughest region
The future looks bright for
has these teams playing their Zesinger. While her immediate
best ball and could shock any goals are focused on playing
one of the big three. With the good tennis and helping lead
way this tournament has the team, her long-term plans
played out thus far, anything continue to have tennis as the
can happen. So get that marker focus. She said she wants to
out and ready, if it's not already someday either run an acadeout of ink.
my like the one she attended
Dan Budnyk is a freshman or perhaps have a college
management major who was coaching career.
forced to make several trips to WalZesinger and the Dukes next
Mart this weekend to restock his face the sixth-ranked Monarchs
pen supply.
of Old Dominion University this

Call 80I-B50O

CARL AND MARY HAYNES WELCOME YOU TO

All 'Now'
Wide Screen
Stereo
Surround
Sound in
Auditorium 1
Only!

Commitment key to
unlocking potential
for Dukes' Zesinger

Expires 4-04-02
Admlstion Price
with J.A.C. Card

$1.00

Call 801-8570 for Special Rales lor Birthdays, Groups & Schools

Alignment
Brakes
Batteries
Shocks
Mufflers
State Inspections

If E Inc.
$16.95
Change ,

E. Market St. At Furnace Rd
Next to Papa John's Pizza )

peAjd op iHe ome^r
Got Sushi?
Visit our store for all your sushi needs!
While you're there, de-stress with our new and exciting
line of aromatherapy soaps, tropical candles, bath salts.
massage oils, body butter, finest herbal teas and incense.
Go ahead, you deserve it!

Yo*r oi H«r«

FREE PAIB OF JAPANESE SANDALS FOR EVERY
PURCHASE OF S50.0O or Mnl
Shenandoah Heritage Farmer's Market 540-280-3484

Br««2« fifwCfylTtf

who will it be
Governor's Fellows Program

this year?

Program Goals
-The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers
a select group of outstanding and highly motivated Individuals the
opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of state
government In the Commonwealth. Established in 1982. the Governors
Fellows Program brings exceptional students with creative Ideas to state
government-an experience that often leads to careers In public service.

Eligibility Requirement
-Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as
degree candidates In a graduate or professional school. Applicants must
be enrolled In a Virginia college or university or must be a Virginia
resident if enrolled In an out-of-state InsltuUon. They must also have a
demonstrated commitment to excellence In academics, proven leadership]
ability, and involvement In extracurricular activities and community
service. The selection of Fellows will be based solely on merit, without
regard to race. sex. national origin, religion, age. disability, or political
affiliation.

Length of Program
-Fellows will be required to work full time In Virginia state government.
The 2002 Governors Fellows Program will begin Friday, May 31st. 2002
and continuing through Friday. July 26, 2002.

Assignments
-Particpants are placed In different positions throughout the Governor's
Office and In various agencies under the Governor's Jurisdiction. The
program attempts to match Fellows with compatible assignments
according to background, interests and future goals.

Funding

-State funding are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program.
However, in previous years, colleges and universities have distributed
summer grants to the Fellows selected from their institutions.
Institutions are urged to make summer grants available. Applicants who
will require
financial assistance in order to particpate In the program should discuss
i this matter with school officials before applying.
^^ ^

Application
The deadline for applying for the Summ&-2002 Fellows Program is
5 p.m. April 12, 2002'..'
---,
For application and additonal informally please see this website1
http://www.goverii(ir.slal(;,valuj:/5uvlng_VlrglrUa/FeUowsl^9(^iiJ^lrn

all together one
a community gathering
coming in late april
Wilson Hall • on the Quad
www.alltogethcronc.org
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GLASSLLllEllS
FOR RENT
To Belter Sent Your
Hawing NMdiUIJfcPM
OfftntoYov:
13 h«n ftpiil—Ji
■ Sr/« red LMHIMJ
• /»' Ifwwl
■ LKUI RtuJrnn
■ GrtatfrS*lf<iion\
Individual Stnicn
He** contaci u* M
I'riWfsily Realty A
Properly Management
1587 Pon Rcpuhlic Road
Hamaoatwy. VA JllOl
VUMM 4444 in 80O-JML-45M

1220 Mt Via* TownhouM ■ 5 BR.
3bW Avartab* 7/01/02. $1 175
W/D, D/W. G/D. furnished, waltur*
distance 8793613

Almo.t N<iw Large 1 fltctroom
ApattmaMa • W/0, available 8/17,
1400 S425 4331569.
Larga ro«M In ■«■••. 548 E.
Elizabeth Street 1250/month for
summer. Jessica. 442-9205
ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished lownhouscs
W.D. D/W.A/C

2 Blocks/mm campus'

82S ft. High ftl. 3 or 4 BR. Nice.
Ready 8/1/02 $800 month/depos*.
540*79-9548

Kline Realty
438-8800

an appliances, available Aug. 17.
$435 433-1569.
Madison Square • furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
bath, W/D. Rent from 1195 per
room. Separate lease starting in
August 2002, 434-1040.

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003
Furnished 2 BR. 2
Bath Condo -

Jan. - Feb. 2002 2 kitchen, 3
hath, large room*. LNBWM
included, garage. Will rent to
individual* of group* of any
aiH. 165 N. High. 879-3613

Acroee from HoapMal • en Cantrell
A.e. 4 BR. 1 haw, laundry, offstreet. parkirg. DSL 12 month
teas* 23*8M4.

Call Anytime!

Nags Hrad Student Summer
Rentals - teabree/etealty com.
252 2556328
2 IN Apartment • W. Market
Street W/0. D/W. G/D. 8793613.
1214 ■ereaTHW Road - 3 BR. 1
1/2 baths, washer/dryer. Across
from Shanandoah Grill. $840
Hess 4 Miller, 434-7383.
University R»-lty * P»o[i«rty
Management ■ 4 bedroom. 2 bath.
S210 each. 5 bedroom. 3 bath,
$220 each. 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
1260 each. 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
$310 each Call 4344444

Madison Manor. 8660

J-M
APARTMENTS

w.iu-r Included
Hunter s Radfe Townhouse •
Available AuuuM I
$215/person. 4 bedroom.
2 llvtnp; rooms. W/D,
D/W. A/C. 2 baths

438-8800, Anytime!
2002 - 2003
1 BRApt. $350 mo.

4 Bedroom House -

Room In Stona Gate • furnished
bedroom, private bath, free local
phone and interne!. 1290/month
for summer.
N«nt*r'a RNga Townhouse •
furnished, 2 BR units, kitchen.
*240/bedroom 703-737O103
Larga Ream In House • 548 E
Elizabeth Street $250/month for
summer. Jess«a, 442 9205.
Room on South Main Street •
$235 $275. Available >nmadyjalt|.
Call 487 4057
Common* Summit Sublaaaa
Available May. AN utii<t«s included
eicept electoc Two rooms in a 4
BR, 2 oath apartment Furnished,
new carpet, w/D. D/w, deck
$259/person. Female, nonsmokers only Call 4383548.
Summer SuMeatr
<n a two bedroom apartment
Privately owned. Furnished. W/D.
D/W. AC. Huge bedroom with two
closets and private bathroom.
Close to campus. Available May 6 July 31. Rent negotiable. Contact
Carrie, 564 0465 or e-mail
saund 2c l«>|mu edu.
Heuee en W. Wolfe • with
basement Pets welcome. Available
6/01/02. $750. 8793613.
House en W. Market • 45 rooms,
available 8/01/O2 W/D. D/W.
G/D. $1,100 879-3613.
Summer Sublease • Hunter's
Ridge. $300. Good renter bonus
Contact Brian or Josh, 4380368
■I MtstuvaRae on

2 BR Apt. S400/mo.or

Roosevelt Street.
Furnished, S275/person.
W/D, IVW.A/C.
Available August 1.

$200 person. Ethernet
available
3 BK Apt. $5IO/mo. or

2 BR Townhouse -

S170/person

Close lo campus. August
lease. Water Inducted

One ofthe closest

6550/inoiitli

tomplexes to.I Ml'.'

Kline Realty
Property Management
438-8800

Kline Realty Prnperl) Mtmi.
The good aptirlm, HI- $o tir\t
\a i ORM In unJ RM |fl '

The Stonewall Jackson Inn • it
seeking 2 3 persons to assist in
hosting, housekeeping, and
marketing of our BAB. m exchange
for free room and board at an
adjacent apartment. Can 4338233
for interview

Want a Quiet Unfurnished
Apartment? We've got it. Call
5642659 wwwcasWep/ooerfycom

■rawing supplies. Ingredients,
Tape - Bkjostono CeSant. 4326799.
181 S Mam www.8C8flEW.com

3 Bedroom, 2 Rath •
fully
furnished, excellent condition, very
clean. Convenient to JMU
Available 8/1/02 Call Ken
Hensley, 298-2074

ISftft Honda Civic DX Coupe • 5
speed. CD. excellent condition
$7,500. Call 4334162.

FOR SALE
Ampeg Classic Bass Cabinet/
Crate Head Combo • Barely played.
Excellent sound and condition.
Tnais available, contact Eugene:
schweteaOimu edu, 442 4572.
Taking best offer
1S87 Volvo 24001 - 4 door. 4 cyl..
auto, 30 mpg.. new brakes ell
around. 1994 Dodge Caravan
2692000.
ltts Suiukl Katana SOOce 7.500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow pamt, cover and helmet
included. $3,600. o.b.o. Contact
Justin. moranjm#>jmu.edu or call
612 4453. For pics/more info.
wwv.a-eotit.es com/my96*atana
Ibanei R0470JB Jewel Rlue
Electric Guitar - with case and
stand After market Seymore
Duncan pickup. Floyd Rose
tremoio bridge, and Rosewood
finger board. Asking $350. 5744692
or dirffcmeViHj.edu
91 Acu.a Intacra BS5 B IpNd
2 door hatchoack, good condition.
Asking $3,300 or better offer Call
Christina. 438 2646
Handmade Papei
giftwrap. frames &
Thrift. 227 N. Mam.
lftftS Honda Accord EX - 2 door coupe.
5 speed, great condition, loaded
Asking $6,500 Call 879-2706
INSONIQ VFX SO ■ Music
production synthesizer with onboard 24-track sequencer and disk
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds.
infinitely programmable, fully touchsensitive keyboard. Full MIDI
includes pedals, case. $600. neg
Call Jon. 4333489

Largo 1 Bedroom Apartment good location. $360. 4331569

1990 IMP Wrantfaf for Sal* red
and black with grey interior. 3.5"
lift with big tires, a" boria exhaust.
20K on new engine. ($5,000. oo o.j
Call 574-4468. ask for Dave.

Madison Square Townhouse *
story. 2 bedroom. 2 1/2 bath,
furnished. W/D, dishwasher,
walking distance, pets allowed.
$550 rent, lease starts August
2002. 442 1674.

AM FM Stereo Receiver i
Digital Syntnesi/ed Used very
little. $50 or make an offer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
clearung - give away. Call 4341241.
leave message.

1991 Ford Tempo - aporovanatety
108.000 miles, very good
condition Asking puce; $1,200. or
best offer Contact information
Umaimah Nabi. 540-4329773 or
571432-5483
or
e man
nabmSJaolcom

Earn up to SSOO per week
assemoiing products at home No
experience INFO 1 985646-1700
DEPT. VA4806.

S250 A Day Potential - bartending
Tretfung provided. 16002933985.
eit. 215.

The Stonewall Jackson Inn - s
seeking 2 3 persons to assist m
hosting, housekeeping, and
marketing of our BAB. m exchange
for free room and board at an
adjacent apartment. Call 4338233
for interview.

lookire for a fun Summer Job?
Shenandoan River Outfitters is now
nmng for summer season for
campground attendants; cempfire
cooks: drivers able to lift 85 lbs.
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends Full and
part time 8O0-6CAN0E2

Now HMrtgl Ail Northern Virginia
areas: Super visors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators Appfy on-line or call
1877.7337665 $7.25/hr meamum
www0ravnMrevHerpn»vaine. com

Playstation 2 - system, games,
accessories lor sale E man
jmuGameGuyft>yahoo.com for
information
DJ leulpmant and Lighting ■
everything from speakers to strobe
hghts to disco bees to fog machine virtually brand new and in great
condition. Price is negotiable.
Please contact Matt. 437-6584 or
914*305125

r Aeverrturel Come serve in
mission with the summer staff at
Camp Overlook. Our theme this
summer is "Living the stones of
the Old Testament'. Free room and
board. Stipends vary depending on
age, certifications, and experience
For more informaton cad 269-2367
or email OvertookUMe>aol com

2001 Silver To.ota Cellca
11.000 miles, loaded, sooiler.
sunroof, key-less entry, automatic
transmission. Gold Emblem
package, excellent condition,
extended warranty. Call 432 1394.

Wanted: Fun-Loving Creative
Students - to provide summer child
care for area ramilies. primarily
weekdays. Non-snxSung a must. Call
CNkJCare Connection. 4334531.

HELP WANTED

Fraternities, Sororltlea. Clubs,
Student Groups • Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Cam pus fundraiser com three hour
fund ia.smg event. Does not *«volve
credt card appHcations Fund rarsvig
dates are flsrg ouckry, so call today*
Contact Campusfundraiser com <\\
888-9333238 or viM our website at
www campus/uridrarser. com.

From Philadelphia...Looking for a
aummer kfbltl Chi'dcare needed m
the CoiiegeviHe area Part-time,
approximately 10 hours a week.
Children ages 2 & 4 years old
Flexible daytime hours $9/hour.
Interested, call 6104090826

SERVICES
NOTICE
For more information and
aoMvunce regarding the
investigation of financing husinev*
or^cftuniues. coiULt the
Better Business Bureau. Inc.
I -hW.5t.L5501

PERSONALS
Buy A Subscription to The Breeze
for Your Parents • $30 for third
class mailings. $75 for first class
mailings. Call 568*127 for more
information
ADOPTION
Loving/joyous family with one
child looking to adopt while
infant Let u» ihower your baby
with lo»e/h»pptneviin
v.jrmA*.urch«me Legal.
cunridcntial. R88-2I2-S553.

S7.00/hr. Pkw (200 Pw Month housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application on line at
wvrtvmwo/in.com.

r Job - Uassenutten River
Adventures. Inc MRA is seeking 46 men and women for the canoe.
kayak and river tubing 2002
season. MRA is located across
from Massanutten
Resort.
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic and self-managed,
and good driving
record
inexpensive housing available Call
28OCAN0E(2266)
www.CANOE4U.com or email
MaeaanuttenRivenBaoi.com

CampoaNat RNAa wanted
technical assistance to clients m
the CampusNet program. Work
appro*. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be
$6.30/hr. Prior experience with
U v IP *nrj Internet related
applications is desired Fill out a
state employment application from
Human Resources and send it to
Nancy Oauer. Technical Services.
Hoffman Building, Room 5. MSC
1401. Closing date is 5 p.m. on
March 29. For further information,
please email your questions to
campusnetsjVmj edu.

SLtOO WeoWy Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
2036830202.
DON'T HAVKAN
ORDINARY SUMMER
C;imp IJSICI SCJ m Virgmin has ^>h
upeninf* t>* canp uxatfkrv program
iniinntiHt U# «|u.»k> I«*M-IU.«

Advertise in
The Breeze
classifieds
S3.00 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for each add 110 words
Block ads arc $10 inch

AW accepting
credit cards!!
Classified advertising only.
Visa or Master Card

Poof- ToWof iWaarvMo - FT/PT
aummer Managers, Lifeguards.
Concession Stand. Certified
Lifeguards preferred. Contact
immediately. EOE. Call loan
Manager. 896-7058.

children drtd jJuh< -nh di<^hililir> ■ ■
hfjunlul.miJiK-rtiinif Kiam.hturd.
PPBTJ |*i«tuAl WrtAtLVHM
—ii-i iumpntUf nral-MI n't
t- nuil <tinmnur»;if;hJorval«i<^

Call today
to place your ad!
568-6127

wwwxhebreezevrg
cJl*...k .....

Chinese Restaurant
4*ee %elioeA4f

Mon- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fri.- Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

Community Coordinators for all
your hard work this year
From NRHH

Special
Combination Platters

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from the area's largest and
safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your
first skydive

**$$

$10.00 Muumum - limited Aiea

JMU student discounts

1 (877) DIVE SKY
348-3759

(540) 943-6587
»1
complete .nformation is on vvww.skyaiveorange.com

Lunch Special
Serial «ith Fried HEX S Egg Hi ill

:. Si*'"*) flnll & S(XJ(>

$3.95

$6.50

Full Menu Available in Store
(540) 568-9899

I

1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion

•I
«..

"
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•
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(540)438-1919
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1-81
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QkUia C^xypAeM. JbelioeM. Jlike. Nobody \ buAineM.

What Is It?

It s part performance car. It's part multipuipose carryall. Its part cutting-edge transportation. And its all Toyota.
It's Matrix, an entirely new breed of vehicle — stop-and-stare good looks, standard air conditioning, up to 180 HP
with an available 6-speed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you want, including affordable — starting at $ 15.405 '

Test Drive Matrix At Your
Toyota Dealer Today!

GET THE FEELING TOYOTA

vuww.toyota.com
MSW 1XCLUDINC, TAXIS TAGS IIILI FtCS
ANOOTTIONAl iquVMlM MCWl |00|
SHOWN DCALtRStlSriNAl l-RICt

625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
in Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank

®TOYOTA

smmpc

f
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What are your chances
offindingthebestin
student housing now?

Call us today while you
still have choices!

Free Ethernet, Free Cable,
Free Local Phone
irry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
• /"■^"•'••WW*

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimlted.com

Stone Gate
Office Hours
, Mon-Frl 8:30 am-5:30 pm

